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Perry pleads guilty to 59 counts, to be sentenced Feb. 18 
By Tim Blum 
Managing editor 
Douglas W. Perry, a former university 
accountant, pleaded guilty to the embezzle- 
meni of over S170,000 from the EKU Founda- 
tion in a pre-trial conference hearing last Thurs- 
day. 
Perry, 44, is scheduled for sentencing Feb. 
18 by Circuit Judge William T. Jennings on 59 
counts of theft by unlawful taking and is 
facing a maximum of 20 years in prison, said 
David Smith, assistant commonwealth's at- 
torney. 
Perry, a 1971 Eastern graduate, was an 
accountant in the Division of Accounts and 
Budgetary Control for 14 years. 
He was in charge of accounting for the 
Graves gets 
70 months 
By Susan Gayle Reed 
Editor 
LEXINGTON—Former univer- 
sity footbal 1 player Cortez Graves was 
handed the near-maximum sentence 
of 70 months in federal court yester- 
day after having pleaded gui lty to drug 
trafficking charges in November. 
The sentence will be followed by 
eight years of supervised release, and 
Graves will not be eligible for parole, 
said U. S. Attorney Ken Taylor. 
Graves was arrested Sept. 25 after 
postal investigators and university 
police discovered 144 packets of crack 
cocaine in his Mattox Hall room. 
Graves stood in handcuffs and 
shackles, showing little emotion as 
U.S. District Judge Henry R. Wilhoit 
Jr. pronounced the sentence. 
"I'dlike to apologize for my crimi- 
nal behavior," Graves said at the hear- 
ing. "I know I made a mistake, and I 
accept the responsibility for what I 
have done." 
Defense Attorney Don Brad White 
presented Graves as a product of a 
broken home, childhood trauma and 
economic hardship. 
"Cortez was of the tender age of 
20 when this happened," White said. 
"He spent his 21st birthday in the 
Scott County Detention Center." 
When Judge Wilhoit commented 
on the severity of having illegal drugs 
on school property .White said Graves 
never intended to distribute the drugs 
at school. 
"He wasn't hanging out at Model 
High School or on the playground 
selling crack cocaine," White said. 
He said Graves had intended to 
distribute the drugs in an area near 
downtown Richmond, known as "the 
hill." 
"It's kind of known as a place to 
get some drugs," he said. 
In his decision, Wilhoit expressed 
sympathy for Graves, but showed 
deeper concern for the seriousness of 
the offense. 
"You were accepted into one of 
the most outstanding football pro- 
grams in the nation on a scholarship 
that would have paid for a college 
education," he said. "This is one of the 
saddest cases I've ever looked at, 
frankly. 
SEE GRAVES, PAGE A4 
foundation as well as the university's division 
of special programs, which deals with external 
projects such as camps, seminars and work- 
shops. 
The EKU Foundation, which is separate 
from the university's operating budget, was 
set up in 1963 to handle private donations 
made to the university. 
The fund, which contains almost 300 sepa- 
rate accounts, had over $9 million in total 
assets last year, according to its annual report. 
Earl Baldwin, vice president for business 
affairs, said Perry dealt with the processing 
and payments of the fund's accounts and had 
the power to write checks and make payments 
for the fund, as well as monitor the returned 
checks for the foundation. 
According to the grand jury indictment 
handed down Nov. 19, Perry began writing 
checks to himself, the first of which totaled 
$2,000, between Nov. 23 and Dec. 4,1987. 
The last check that Perry drafted was for 
$5,000 and was written between Oct. 1 and 
Oct. 6 last year. 
Perry was arrested Oct. 7, after admitting 
to Baldwin that he took the money. Baldwin 
Fust discovered the discrepancies when he 
received a bank statement for the foundation. 
Under contract with the university, Bank 
One is required to send the fund's monthly 
bank statement via courier, which Perry re- 
ceived. 
But when the second bank statement ar- 
rived by mail, Baldwin opened it and discov- 
ered the problems, said university internal 
auditor Linda Kuhnhenn. 
Kuhnhenn also said that her office will 
now audit the foundation on an annual basis. 
Previously, the office only conducted audits 
of specific accounts at special request 
She also said that Baldwin is writing all 
checks for the foundation for any of the fund's 
current expenditures. 
The foundation is a separate entity from 
the university and was not required to be 
audited by Kuhnhenn's office on a regular 
basis, but Baldwin said the office would now 
monitor the foundation more closely. 
"Pan of internal audit's function is to 
review the accounts on an ongoing basis," 
Baldwin said. 
Under the advice of university counsel 
SEE PERRY, PAGE A8 
PERRY COURT PROCEEDINGS 
■ Oct. 7,1992: University 
accountant Doug Parry was 
arrested and charged with 
embezzling. 
■ Nov. 19,1992: Perry was 
indicted on 59 counts of theft by 
unlawful taking by a Madison 
County grand jury. 
■ Dec. 8,1992: Perry pleaded not 
guilty at his arraignment hearing in 
Madison Circuit Court. 
■ Jan. 28,1993: Perry changed his 
plea to guilty in a pre-trial hearing. 
INSIDE 
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Hmmm...Today is the 
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veep Dan Quayle. 
,•  
LIVIN' ON A PRAYER 
Progress photo by BOBBI JO SHIELDS 
Tiffany Maytield and Michelle King pray for a miss as Marshall thows up a last-second shot at 
the end of regulation that could have broken the tie with the Lady Colonels. While their prayers 
were answered for the moment, Marshall defeated the Lady Colonels In overtime 84-80. 
See page B6 
OCR mandate 
calls for change 
in EKU athletics 
■ Regulations 
require new sport, 
Improved facilities 
for women 
By Darrell L. Jordan 
Sports co-editor 
In a 60-pagc document released 
last wcek,the Office of Civil Rights 
has ordered Eastern's athletic pro- 
gram to resolve gender inequalities 
within university sports. 
Reacting to the report.university 
officials said that they will add a 
women's sport within the next year. 
The OCR report finds the univer- 
sity noncompliant in eight areas, in- 
cluding game times, housing arrange- 
ment during travel and contracts for 
coaches. 
Robert Baugh, dean of the college 
of health, physical education, recre- 
ation and athletics, said the athletic 
committee met last week to stan the 
process of making changes and will 
meet later to determine the exact pro- 
cess of choosing the sport to be added. 
Roy Kidd, athletic director and 
Colonel football coach, did not attend 
the meeting and had not read the re- 
port as of Monday. 
He said he did not attend because 
he had football recruits in town. 
SEE OCR, PAGE B6 
Faculty senate OK^ 
new grading scale 
By Mark White 
News editor 
The Fac ulty Senate, af- 
ter nearly an hour of dis- 
cussion, passed a motion to 
change the current grading 
policy by adding a series of 
pluses and minuses to some 
existing grades. 
The grades of A-, B+, 
B-.C+.C-, D+and D- were 
added for both graduate and 
undergraduate students. 
Several senators spoke 
for or against the change at 
the meeting. 
"I personally think that 
with these additional op- 
tions, we have much more 
of a leeway in treating them 
(students) with a great deal 
more fairness than we can 
at the present time," said 
Ward Wright, professor of business 
administration. 
Dominick Hart, chair of the En- 
glish department, said he opposed the 
UNDERGRAD 
GRADING 
SCALE 
Grade Value 
A 4.0 
A- 3.67 
B+ 3.33 
B 3.0 
B- 2.67 
C+ 2.33 
C 2.0 
C- 1.67 
D+ 1.33 
D 1.0 
D- 0.67 
F 0.0 
academic 
passed, the 
new system. 
"I always think of A, 
B, C or D in terms of poor, 
fair, good and excellent 
and I'm not sure if that 
isn't just as accurate a 
judgment as I can come 
to," Hart said. 
"I understand the in- 
tent of the plus/minus is lo 
reflect more accurately the 
students' performance, but 
I'm not sur whether our 
judgment can ... keep up 
with pluses or minuses," 
he said. 
The senate finally 
passed themotionbyavote 
of 38 to 32. 
When the new system 
will go into effect is not 
known at this time. 
The resolution must 
first go to the council on 
affairs for approval. If 
resolution then goes to the 
SEE GRADES, PAGE A8 
Heart surgeon appointed 
to Board of Regents' seat 
By DeVone Holt 
Asst. news editor 
William C. DcVries was ap- 
pointed to the vacant position on 
the university Board of Regents by 
Gov. Brcreton Jones yesterday. 
DeVries, will replace former 
regent Dr. Rodney Gross, whodied 
of lung cancer Dec. 22. 
He will serve out the remainder 
of Gross' term which expires June 
30. 
DeVries, 49, is a Louisville 
heart surgeon from Salt Lake City, 
Utah. 
He received a bachelor's de- 
gree in molecular and genetic biol- 
ogy from the University of Utah in 
1966 and a degree in medicine 
from Duke University in 1970. 
DeVries, a white Democrat, re- 
places Gross, a black Republican 
from Grayson. 
The board will continue to meet 
the state's requirements of repre- 
senting minorities and political reg- 
istration. 
Gov. Jones chose DeVries for 
the seat over Marcia Milby Ridings, 
a London attorney, and Marvin 
Earl Moore Jr.. a retired professor 
who resides in Louisville. 
University president Hanly 
Fundcrbork said he is "glad to have 
him as a member" and plans to 
meet with DeVries as soon as pos- 
sible. 
Early birds not first for seating 
By Mark White 
News editor 
Some students who were first in 
line for tickets to the Feb. 25 Alabama 
concert did not receive front row seats 
at the window after standing in line 
most of the night. 
Chris Sutton, a freshmen aircraft/ 
professional pilot major, was the first 
person in line for the tickets which 
went on sale Saturday morning. 
"We were out there from 11:30 
Friday night till 9 Saturday morning," 
Sutton said. 
Despite being the first in line, Sutton 
received only second-row seats from 
the cashier's window in the Crates 
Building. 
"There was a problem. Part of the 
problem was we had three windows 
open and somebody holding up one 
i 
row of tickets. I'm not totally sure how 
that worked out but it has been re- 
solved," said Skip Daughcny, dean of 
student development. 
Daugherty said the names of the 
first four people in line were obtained 
after the people had a discussion with 
a member of the Centcrboard. 
"An attempt is being made to locate 
a list of students identifying those that 
were in line. The list was self-com- 
posed by the students," Daughcny said. 
"We have contacted those that wc 
knew were in that section and that 
should have been in the front row," 
Daugherty said. "Those front guys have 
front row tickets now. 
"It was a screw-up. The students 
who should have had the opportunity 
to gel front row tickets did not have the 
opportunity lo get them. If there were 
any problems with the distribution of 
tickets it was my responsibility," 
He declined to say where the re- 
placement tickets came from. 
Over 4,000 ol the 5,500 tickets for 
the concert had been sold by press 
time. 
Tickets for scats on the sides of the 
coliseum are being held because of 
tall speakers on each side of the stage 
which would block the view of some 
scats. 
"At this point and time, side sec- 
tions have not been put on sale until 
wc get a clearance that there will be no 
blockage of scats or they may be sold 
as obstructed-view scats at a later 
dale," Daugherty said. 
Tickets cost S20andcan be bought 
at the cashier's window in the Coates 
Building, Record Town, the ticket 
counter at Richmond Mall and Pink 
Cadillac Car Wash. 
A2 Perspective 
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EDITORIALS 
R-E-S-P-E-C-T 
Women athletes deserve it; now OCR mandates it 
A    11 men are created equal. 
*"■   The only problem with that state- 
ment is that women seem to have been left 
out. 
At least that was the case with 
athletics at Eastern until the Office of Civil 
Rights passed down regulations to which 
the university must 
adhere. 
A complaint filed 
with the OCR charged 
that Eastern was not 
providing its female 
students with the same 
opportunities to partici- 
pate in intercollegiate 
athletics as it does its 
male students. The 
complaint also revealed 
the unsanitary and 
overcrowded conditions 
in women's locker room 
facilities. 
As a result, the 
OCR has mandated a list 
of regulations which the university must 
comply with in an effort to generate equal- 
ity in women's athletics and in their facili- 
ties. 
The Progress commends these 
regulations, as well as the women's field 
hockey team, which filed the original 
complaint with the OCR and brought into 
the light obvious inequalities in Eastern's 
athletic program. 
opportunities as men to participate in sports 
and to be competitive at the collegiate level. 
The OCR has required the univer- 
sity to generate more opportunity for 
women; so, as a result. Eastern will add 
another women's sport. 
Hindsight reveals that maybe it 
wasn't such a wise 
decision to abolish the 
AT A GLANCE 
□ The issue 
Gender equality among 
athletics has been taken 
too lightly for too long. 
LI Our opinion 
We applaud the OCR and 
its regulations to aid 
equality.We only hope 
Eastern's athletic depart- 
ment will begin to take them 
seriously as well. 
women's field hockey in 
the Fall of'91 and both 
the swim teams in '87. 
The regulations also 
require the university to 
upgrade women's sport- 
ing facilities.To comply, 
the university is building 
a new locker room for 
the women's basketball 
team, upgrading the 
women's so ft ball field by 
adding a scoreboard and 
dug-outs and converting 
the women's basketball 
team's old locker room 
into facilities solely for the volleyball team. 
Women have enough barriers in this 
society already without having to deal with 
unequal opportunity at an institution of 
higher education. 
Women athletes are just as competi- 
tive as men and, if given the chance, they 
could provide even more attraction to the 
university's sporting environment and create 
a more competitive foundation of athletics 
People make great pets for cats 
Women athletes deserve the same       at Eastern ... but only if given the chance. 
I think I must have been a cat in 
a former life. 
This thought came to me one 
particularly nice day this week as I 
was sitting at a stop light, basking in 
the warmth of the sunlight as it 
shined on my face and paws, oops, I 
mean arms. 
It was the same feeling I've seen 
expressed on my cats' faces as they 
lazily stretched out in a sunbeam in 
the window or on the floor. Or even 
better yet, in a pile of clean laundry 
just fresh out of the dryer. 
It probably wouldn't be too bad 
to live a cat's life. 
Think about it You would get to 
make the rules—or else! 
If you wanted your belly rubbed, 
you'd make certain someone 
obliged. They'd have to. You know 
where their drapes are. 
Likewise, if you didn't feel like 
taking anybody's crap, you could 
tell them all to go to hell with a flip 
of your tail. 
Cats make sure you know that 
they want to be held, on their terms 
and their time only. 
That's the greatest thing about 
cats, the thing that elevates them 
above dogs as the perfect pets— 
their independent personality 
characteristics. 
OK, dogs may very well be 
reputed as man's best friend. But 
what kind of friends are they really? 
You could say anything to a dog 
and he wouldn't care. He's just 
happy to see you. When you leave 
your house, your dog probably pines 
away, waiting for you to come back 
and give him a doggy treat But do 
you think your cat gets antsy to see 
you come back? Not at all! Cats are 
thrilled when you get out of their 
house so they can prowl around 
without you. 
And when you come home, 
depending on the attitude of the day, 
the cat may condescend to let you 
pet him or he may not It just 
depends on how good you are. 
Dogs are not on the same 
intellectual level as cats, and they 
never will be. You just can't respect 
a dog's opinion. Sure he likes you. 
But how can you trust a dog's 
judgment? I mean, they chase cars 
and drink out of the toilet, for Pete's 
sake. 
Cats, on the other hand, are very 
choosy about with whom they will 
share their affections. If a cat likes 
you, you know you're pretty cool. 
And they give you so many 
interesting conflicts. 
Here's an example. If you don't 
want a dog on your bed, you can 
smack his butt with a rollcd-up 
newspaper, tell him "no" enough 
times, and eventually he'll get the 
message. 
But no self-respecting cat would 
ever stoop to such atrocities. Cats 
rule the roost, and they know it. 
As soon as you leave your house 
in the morning, that cat will be right 
up on your bed, shedding—if at all 
possible—just so you'll know. You 
can count on it 
And it will be a long drawn-out 
battle between you and the feline 
before one of you backs down. 
Guess who usually wins! 
I'll give you a hint... the one 
with the longest whiskers and the 
biggest attitude. 
Save some cash by 
trading your stash of 
old books with other 
students! 
Use THE EASTERN PROGRESS Book Exchange 
to sell any textbooks you have left over from 
previous semesters. Just fill out the form 
below and return it to the Progress office in 
Room 117 Donovan Annex. We will place a 
free ad in the classifieds for anyone who turns 
in a completed form. Sorry, phone calls for the 
exchange won't be accepted. 
Course    Title Year/edition 
l). 
Author. 
2). 
Author. 
3). 
Author 
Name 
Telephone 
THE EASTERN PROGRESS 
117 Donovan Annex 
LETTERS FROM OUR READERS 
Proud to be homosexual 
Recent articles in this paper and 
the Lexington Herald-Leader, have 
prompted a response from me, due to 
the victimization of the lesbigay com- 
munity. 
I would like to respond by telling 
the heterosexual majority about some 
of the oppressions we experience on a 
daily basis, demand we stop the mono- 
logues, opening dialogues instead, and 
inform you of the expectations we ask 
of the heterosexual community. 
We, as lesbigay persons, have sur- 
vived the Constantincs. the Spanish 
Inquisitions and the fascism of Nazis. 
But we continue to be under oppres- 
sion of pompous monologues of mis- 
informed and ignorant priests, teach- 
ers and doctors. We are surrounded by 
people who are afraid of difference 
and terrified of change, which is why 
most heterosexuals live in ignorance 
about sexuality, in general, especially 
homosexuality. Therefore, I think it is 
easy to hate and condemn something 
you do not understand. 
Stopping the monologues and 
opening dialogues so that we can 
achieve understanding should be 
society's, military 'sand EKU's goal— 
in hopes of reaching out to our gay 
brothers and sisters in Christian love. 
God is big. The moment we start think- 
ing narrow is when God can no longer 
fit into the picture. I challenge all 
people to understand that homosexu- 
ality is not a sin, sickness or unnatural. 
The expectations that the lesbigay 
community requests of heterosexuals 
is more education to gain knowledge, 
not more ignorance— more support, 
less alienation and more action to- 
ward these goals, not just "lip service" 
only. 
If you continue in this cycle of 
ignorance and self-serving bias, you 
stand to lose thousands more of God's 
lesbigay children to suicide, self-hate 
and lies. I like being gay. Being gay is 
part of my innate make up, it makes 
me smile, but most of all— I like 
myself. 
Timothy W. Davis 
Student Senate 
Progress needs a hero 
Now that the election and transi- 
tion of government is over, everyone 
in America is ready to get back to 
business as usual, including our trusted 
leadership in Washington. 
Throughout last year's campaign 
the so-called youth of America was 
subject to bombardment with "Get 
Out And Vote, Doggone it!" propa- 
ganda. It came at us on radio, from 
Madonna, it came from the Progress. 
Enough with this MTV political cor- 
rectness shoved in our faces! 
And now, with the change that 
you "youth leaders" have inspired, 
democracy starts anew. The eye le must 
work for you, or is it the cycle of that 
issue is en vogue this week? 
For me, I see the same rhetorical 
promise of fairness for the middle 
class being put off. Be it Bush or 
Clinton, the fact remains, anyone in 
position to be elected must owe some 
contributors somewhere. 
The oil-wealthy in Texas or the 
new elitist Tyson Chicken tycoons in 
Arkansas. Cut us some slack, lesus, 
you guys need a hero. 
Anthony DeCant 
Richmond 
Clinton's time is limited 
Mr. Blum's editorial, "He's presi- 
dent, not Superman," raises the argu- 
ment that Americans are wrong in 
demanding immediate change and re- 
sults from Bill Clinton's presidency. 
Is this not what Clinton promised? 
Even though less than one-half of 
Americans voted this man into office, 
Clinton, his transition team and the 
media proudly announced "a mandate 
for change." Clinton himself is re- 
sponsible for raising the expectations 
of the American people. 
The claim that "it's only realistic 
that taxes wil I be raised and we need to 
bile the bullet and give our share" is 
unacceptable. After promising tax 
breaks for the middle class, Clinton is 
showing his true colors as a "tax and 
spend" Democrat, planning to raise 
the taxes he stated he wouldcut. Is this 
not the same as "read my lips?" Per- 
haps it is even worse, knowing mat 
Clinton based his candidacy on 
mistruths and by appealing to special 
interest groups. 
A full 20 percent of Americans 
already disapprove of Clinton's per- 
formance, and I am sure this number 
will continue to rise throughout his 
presidency. A1 though Mr. Blum claims 
"it's about damn time we had a liberal 
in the White House," there is no doubt 
in my mind that by 1996 it will be 
more than damn time to show Clinton 
the way out of the White House. 
Carl Rogers 
Richmond 
Column showed no bias 
Mr. Riggs says the issue of gender 
equity in sports is complex but ac- 
cuses Ms. Zizos of bias in her edito- 
rial. Such personal attacks seem inap- 
propriate in discussion of complex 
issues. 
Look at Mr. Riggs' complexities. 
He says it is difficult to correct the 
gender inequity arising from the large 
number of football scholarships, for 
we would have either to spend too 
much money or to drop from Division 
I athletics. 
We can't drop from Division I, 
Mr. Riggs says, because that would 
cost Ms. Zizos her scholarship. 
That's not necessarily so since di- 
visional change could be introduced 
gradually. 
Moreover.even if she lost her schol- 
arship, that's no reason to keep us in 
Division I. And it is unfair to suggest 
that Ms. Zizos believes it is. 
This then is Mr. Riggs' complex 
issue: We can't afford equity without 
dropping from Division I, and for un- 
clear reason we shouldn't drop from 
Division I. 
A sports editor displays no bias, 
nor acts in a fit of personal pique when 
she prefers gender justice over Mr. 
Riggs' poorly defended gender injus- 
tice. 
I detect no bias in Ms. Zizos' pref- 
erence for justice. I urge the same 
preference on reporters and profes- 
sors alike. 
Ron Messerich 
Philosophy department 
I 
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Another view 
UPS & DOWNS 
Up to: 
Colonels 
The men' s tennis team is 
off to a strong start this 
season after jumping out 
with a 6-0 record. 
Down to: 
State legislature 
Our elected officials have 
the responsibility of decid- 
ing the laws to govern each 
of us. They should quit be- 
having like crybabies and 
accept responsibility for pass- 
ing ethics reforms to govern 
their own behavior as well. 
Up to: 
The economy 
Statistics show the 
economy is picking up with 
increased sales of new 
homes and more consumer 
buying. 
Suggestions for Ups and Downs are welcome. To make a suggestion call 622-1872. 
PEOPLE POLL 
Sniglets defines unbridled fun 
Question: What is America's 
favorite pastime on Super Bowl 
Sunday after the Big Game? 
Answer: Are you kidding, the 
game Sniglets, of course. Well, at 
least it's the thing to do after an 
afternoon of drinking a keg and 
eating wings while watching Dallas 
slaughter Buffalo. 
Definition: SUenceofNewYork, 
WildBillReturnsmania 
For those who watched Not 
Necessarily the News faithfully on 
HBO years ago, the game of making 
new definitions for common things 
is an art form. Rich Hall invented 
the cult classic and I am trying to 
continue it Wish me luck. 
•Those hairballs that accumulate 
in the dorm floors and sinks— 
pubtscongregatus. 
•Dribbles on a toilet in resi- 
dence hall—urethra vindktivitis. 
•A person who flatulates and 
feels a necessity to fan it and share it 
with everyone else—gaseous 
masculinannoyance. 
•People that spend three hours 
getting ready for an 8 a.m. class— 
stupidfreshmenitis. 
•The people standing in line at 6 
ajn. for the drop/add lines suffer 
from this—Combsomnia. 
•Public safety officer who puts a 
ticket on your car minutes before 
you return to it— 
Irritatiousdonutpusherism 
•Mysterious line at the only 
busy place downtown on Thursday 
night—Sil verstar trek ism. 
•ABC regulations in Richmond 
force underage students to succumb 
to this disease— 
Let' spa r tyat horn eism. 
•The never-ending quest for a 
mate at college— 
Beergogglegonewrongmania. 
•The light at the intersection of 
Lancaster Avenue and the Eastern 
By-Pass—KentuckytimeitLs. 
•Mother's Laundromat on 
Tuesdays for the 50 cent wash— 
Spincyclerushism. 
•Necessity to take what Rush 
Limbaugh says for gospel— 
JimBakerism. 
•Keanu Reeves Fan Club 
disease—Godlikehomosapeinism. 
•Most "homy corner" guys on 
any given day— 
Egomania cecc entries. 
•Faithful watchers, like myself, 
of Beverly Hills, 90210 and Melrose 
Place- 
Reverting toBarbieandKenism. 
•People who are envious of 
Cindy Crawford— 
PrettyWomanitis or Gottahaveitis. 
•Impulse to buy a GLH #9, a 
Food Dehydrator or something else 
offered on midnight infomercials— 
ChiaPetmania. 
I challenge my fellow Sniglet 
enthusiasts to a duel. Submit your 
outrageous words and definitions to 
me at the Progress office. 
After all, Sniglets lovers of 
America must stand up and unite. 
Let's write our own new Webster's 
together. 
Etmans is a junior journalism 
major from lluber Heights. Ohio, 
and Accent editor for the Progress. 
Regent calls for quality education 
Editor's note: Faculty regent 
Richard Freed delivered this letter 
and remarks to the Board of Regents 
and faculty senate. 
Several years ago this board 
published a document, now well- 
known as The White Paper. The 
purpose of this short statement was 
to note the concern of Eastern's 
Board of Regents with the issue of 
the quality of education at EKU. 
The thrust of this document was 
that, while it neither could nor 
should interfere with the every-day 
operation of the university, the 
Board of Regents could clearly state 
its concern about maintaining and 
improving the high quality of 
instruction that Eastern Kentucky 
University had become known for. 
When I ran for the position of 
Faculty Regent, I referred to this 
->i»Whitc Paper often, stating that my 
main concern was what I perceived 
to be a lowering of the quality of 
instruction at Eastern. Since my 
election to the Board, however, 
Eastern has been faced continually 
with the financial pressures that 
have plagued education in this state 
and the country. 
Actions have been taken, by 
President Funderburk and others, 
many of which I approve whole- 
heartedly, to stave off the dire 
consequences of economic hardship 
and continually-dwindling public 
support of higher education. 
I suggest, however, that we 
return to the issues discussed in the 
White Paper, and that we use the      J 
financial pressures as a mdfcsot-^ 
improving the quality of instruction 
at EKU. Doing so would involve a 
serious re-examining of financial 
priorities. 
I am suggesting that financial 
pressures do not have to make us 
retreat on all fronts in order to 
maintain the status quo or keep 
losses to a minimum. Instead 1 
believe we can use the pressures to 
force us to focus more carefully on 
what wc mean by quality of educa- 
tion and how wc can provide it to 
our students. 
Specifically, I am very con- 
cerned with the tremendous increase 
in the number of adjunct faculty at 
Eastern, coupled with increase in 
class sizes of lower division courses. 
While we may still be under the 
national average and even lower 
than our benchmark institutions in 
percentage of part-time instructors 
/ fear we are well down the road 
to becoming a very mediocre 
teaching Institution, ff 
Richard Freed 
and class size, we are beginning 
nevertheless to look more and more 
like the larger research institutions 
in their handling of classroom 
teaching. I fear we are well down 
the road to becoming a very 
mediocre teaching institution. 
Continuing in this direction would 
be a sad, perhaps even tragic 
mistake. 
I think that we—board members, 
administrators, students, and faculty 
alike—can reorder our fiscal 
priorities, difficult and painful as it 
may be to do so, to rcfocus our 
attention on what education can and 
should be at Eastern Kentucky 
University. Specifically, I urge the 
members of this board to take an 
active interest in the question of 
quality of education at this institu- 
tion." 
'Ho-hum,' and 'so what,' you 
may reasonably respond. I think 
skepticism might be a proper 
response to this letter. I read it after 
the official business of the meeting 
had been concluded, and the 
members of the board were ready to 
go home. 
I read this letter to you now 
because I think it is up to us to work 
actively on the issue of quality of 
education at EKU in every way and 
in every forum possible. I believe 
the Board of Regents will remain 
indifferent to this question so long 
as they hear nothing from the 
faculty about it. It is we who teach 
students. 
It is we who experience larger 
class sizes and greater administra- 
tive work loads caused by hiring 
freezes, which lead to fewer tenure- 
track full-time colleagues to share 
the burden. It is we who sec the 
number of sections taught by 
adjunct faculty increase drastically 
while the hiring caps keep us from 
adding permanent faculty to teach 
the expanding course offerings. 
Finally, it is wc who must make 
our concerns known by working 
with colleagues, departments and 
colleges so that the Board of 
Regents will hear the message of 
our deep concern. 
At this last meeting the Board 
accepted the 1993-97 Strategic Plan 
for EKU. The statement on aca- 
demic goals is very general; there 
arc no specific plans or initiatives 
addressing the concerns that I am 
now raising here. Perhaps it is up to 
us to fill in the broad outlines with 
specific ideas and recommendations. 
I hope to meet with more faculty 
to learn about individual concerns; 
to do this I would like to follow Ron 
Messerich in his efforts to revive the 
Wednesday morning coffee in the 
Faculty Lounge. I will be glad to 
meet there from 8 to 9 a.m. to talk 
about what, if anything, we can do. 
I also hope to set up larger 
meetings with each college to find 
out if faculty really do want to have 
an impact and, if so, find out what 
ideas you have about the quality of 
education at EKU. 
I realize these steps are not 
exactly a revolutionary call to 
overthrow the United States 
government, but they may be the 
best place for us to begin—modest, 
certainly, but frankly, the best I can 
come up with. 
Wc all realize that the quality of 
instruction at EKU is not what it 
once was. 
As faculty regent, I hope to get 
the Board to focus on this issue; 
however, without active and 
extensive faculty involvement, I 
know with certainty that nothing 
whatsoever can be accomplished. 
If we. the faculty of EKU, do 
not express our concerns and show a 
willingness to act on them, then, I 
am convinced, the Board of Regents 
will have no reason to question the 
seriousness of this problem. 
We will have to work actively 
together to make a difference. The 
problems are complex, but that does 
not mean that we should therefore 
not try to deal with them. 
I still believe, perhaps naively, 
that the game is worth the candle. I 
hope you do, too. 
By John Howard 
What is your favorite movie of all time and why? 
"Aladdin. N had 
cute characters and 
a great 
soundtrack." 
"Beaches because 
it caused mixed 
emotions with me 
throughout the 
movie." 
Carolyn Overall-Smith, 21, senior, 
psychology, Louisville. 
Myla Gay, 20, junior, nursing, 
Lexington. 
"Dracula. N took the 
typical Dracula to a 
new level." 
"A Few Good Men 
because of Tom 
Cruise and Keifer 
Sutherland." 
Yusef Davis, 20, sophomore, 
accounting, Louisville. 
Andrea Flnchan, 18, freshman, 
education, Richmond. 
"Fried Green Toma- 
toes. N'a about true 
frlendahlp." 
"Cutting Edge. I 
liked the male 
dominance. It kept 
the main role of 
the movie." 
Debbie Ellenberger, 19, sopho- 
more, elementary education, 
Nicholasville. 
Josh Feltner, 18, freshman, 
physical therapy, Corbln. 
UNIVERSITY CENTER BOARD PRESENTS 
Comedy Night! 
4.WMIIW 
/. 
3 
when at last it had finaly started to make some sense 
LAZE HAPPENED 
MTV, 
SHOWTIME, 
STAR SEARCH, 
COMEDY CLUBS, 
CASINOS AND 
COLLEGES 
NATIONWIDE. ▼ 
▼ 
He offers a new 
insight on everything 
from growing up to grownups, 
from James Bond to James Brown 
and from men  
.. .all the way to— 
 women. 
Look at it this way... his way and you'll never look the same! 
WED * FEB10* 7:30 PM 
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GRAVES: Ex-student sentenced to 70 months 
Continued from front page 
"You arc at an early age; this won' t 
destroy you, but you're going to have 
to tell yourself that when you get out, 
things are going to be different," he 
said. 
All remaining charges against 
Graves were dismissed, Taylor said. 
Cortez pled guilty Nov. 18 in a 
plea agreement that is still under seal. 
Taylor said he could not comment on 
the agreement. 
U. S. Postal Investigator Steve 
Whalen said progress is being made 
with the investigation into who sent 
the packages to Graves from Miami., 
but he could not comment specifi- 
cally. 
Wilhoit said he will recommend 
Graves be imprisoned at a facility in 
Tallahassee. Fla. 
PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS 
Place classified ads before noon on Mondays. S2 for 10 words. 
HELP WANTED. 
POLICE BEAT 
The following reports have been filed 
with the university's division of public 
safety: 
Thefts, vandalism, arrests 
Jan. 22: 
Rosanne B. Lorden, 56, Richmond, 
reported her wallet stolen from room 118 
of the Cammack Building. 
Kathryn Allen. S3. Richmond, re- 
ported her wallet and coin purse stolen 
from room 126 of the Dizney Building. 
Janet R. Kdens. S3, Richmond, re- 
ported her wallet stolen from room 212 of 
the Rowleii Building. 
Jan.23: 
Mary E. Lay. 18. Case Hall, reported 
that unauthorized calls had been credited 
to her calling card. 
Jan. 25: 
Carol Schilling. Brewer Building, re- 
ported that a car belonging to 
Lawerence C. McNew. 21. Berea, had 
been broken into while it was parked in the 
Lancaster Lot. 
Theodore W. Elliott. 20. Todd Hall. 
reported his licence plate stolen from his 
car while it was parked in the Common- 
wealth Lot. 
Roger G. Weddle. 40, Liberty, re- 
ported his watch stolen from the Stratton 
Building gym. 
Robert James, Foster Building, re- 
ported a window broken out of a car be- 
Compiled by DeVone Holt 
longing to Any J. Burton, 20. Sullivan 
Hall, while parked on Kit Carson Dr. 
Jan. 27: 
Ke vl n Baker, 24, Richmond, reported 
his jacket stolen from the Combs computer 
lab. 
Joshua Zamora. 19. Palmer Hall, re- 
ported his wallet stolen from the Alumni 
Coliseum locker room. 
Christopher Mlnlard. 21. Richmond, 
reported a case of cassette tapes stolen 
from his vehicle while it was parked in the 
Begley Lot. 
Jan. 28: 
David S. Myers, 20. Whitesburg. was 
arrested and charged with improper start 
from parked position, driving while under 
the influence and possession of alcohol by 
a minor. 
Kirk E. Jones. Wallace Building, re- 
ported a computer mouse stolen from the 
micro-computer lab of the Wallace Build- 
ing. 
Jan. 29: 
Sandra L. Wilder. 29. Brockton, re- 
ported her car stolen from the Brockton 
Lot. 
Court decisions 
The following reports appearing in 
"Police Beat" have been resolved in Madi- 
son District Court. These follow-up re- 
ports represent only the judge's decision in 
each case. 
COMICS 
Randall D. Splvey. 33. was found 
guilty of a Nov. 28 charge of alcohol 
intoxication and was sentenced to five 
days in jail. 
Albert A. Kane. 19. Dunnville. was 
found guilty of a Dec. 2 charge of driving 
while under the influence and was fined 
$411.50. 
Tracy A. Warren. 20. Middletown. 
was found guilty of a Dec. 3 charge of 
reckless driving and was fined $91.50. 
William R. Madden. 33. McKee. was 
found guilty of Dec. 5 charge oi' driving 
under the influence and driving without 
tail lights and was fined S417.50. 
Lamont L. Battee. 20. 
Campbellsville, was found guilty of a Dec 
6 charge of criminal trespassing and was 
fined $ 147.50 and sentenced to one year in 
jail. 
Robert V. Bedell. 20. Palmer Hall, 
was fined S157.S0 for a Dec'6 citation for 
possession of marijuana less than 8 ounces. 
John D. Doolln. 19. Commonwealth 
Hall, was fined $157.50 for a Dec. 8 cita- 
tion for possession of marijuana less than 
8 ounces. 
Heath H. Blnegar. 19. Keene Hall, 
was found guilty of a Dec. 9 charge of 
alcohol intoxication and was fined $71.50. 
Andrew F. Baker. 20. Common- 
wealth Hall, was found guilty of a Dec. 15 
charge of alcohol intoxication and was 
fined $67.50. 
Michael E. Adams. 42, Georgetown. 
had a Jan. 1 charge of operating a vehicle 
on a suspended license dismissed. 
Fraternities, Sororities, 
Clubs, Groups, Teams 
NO BRAINER 
FUNDRAISER 
•Absolutely No Investment1 
'Earn hundreds of dollars par day I 
$1,000 or more per week! 
'Ask tor Darren between 9a m 15pm. 
CALL TODAY 
1-800-669-7678 
GREEKS & CLUBS 
$1,000 AN HOUR! 
Each member of your fial. 
sorority team club, etc 
pilches in iusl one hour 
and your group can raise 
Si 000 in just a lew days' 
Plus a chance to earn 
S1.000 (or yourself! 
;sl   N" obligation 
1 800 932-0528   ext   65 
'"SPRING BREAK! Bahamas Cruise 
6 Days. Includes Meals $2791 Panama 
City Rooms With Kitchens $119. 
Daytona $ 149. Spring Break 1 -800-678- 
6386 
'FREE DAYTONA SPRING BREAK' 
Organize only 18 people and travel 
FREE! Stay at the Howard Johnson's 
Beachfront from onry$149l CALL NOW! 
Taka a Break Vacations 1-800-328- 
SAVE 
Florida SPRING BREAK - 7 nights 
Beachfront $139-159 Quad. Deadline 
soon. RESERVE rooms NOW! Call CM I 
1 -800-423-5264. 
ROOMMATE WANTED 
Female to share new furnished 
townhouse. $105/month. Call CJ, 624- 
1338. 
Roommate needed to share 2 bed- 
room apartment 5 minutes from cam- 
pus and downtown. Call Steve, 624- 
9241 days. 624-5584 after 5 p.m. 
RECORDSMITH buys, sells and trades 
used compact discs and cassettes. EKU 
By-Pass across from Pizza Hut. 
Valentine Gifts, plush animals, candy, 
trolls, mylars, one of a kind arrange- 
ments, mugs. Balloons to Go, 108 E. 
Main. 624-0538. 
Ladies brown leather jacket, thigh 
length, had black leather gloves in 
pocket. Lost on Tues., 1/26, near 
Combs or Grill. REWARD. Call 
Cindy. 624-9089. 
Ray Ban Sunglasses lost at Powell 
Grill on Thurs.. 1/21. Call 624-8148. 
REBOUND by Joe Abner 
RECEPTIONIST NEEDED - upto 20 
hours per week, good phone skills a 
must. Apply in person from 1:00- 
4:00. M-F. at The Inkspot East, 205 
S. Third St. 
SUMMER JOBS! Girl Scout Camp 
located in the beautiful North Caro- 
lina Mountains! Counselors, life- 
guards, waterfront ropes, horse di- 
rectors and more! For a summer of 
memories call 1 -704-862-4435 or see 
us at Eastern's Camp Day on Feb. 11. 
CRUISE SHIPSNOW HIRING - Earn 
$2,000+'month + world travel (Ha- 
waii, Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.) 
Holiday, Summer and Career em- 
ployment available. No experience 
necessary. For program call 1-206- 
634-0468 ext. C5534. 
EARN $500 or more weekly stuffing 
envelopes at home. Send long SASE 
to: Country Living Shoppers, Dept. 
A20_, P.O. Box 1779, Denham 
Springs, LA 70727. 
Looking for a student, fraternity, so- 
rority or student organization that 
would like to earn $100 to $1000 
promoting a Spring Break package. 
For details call (904) 423-4809 be- 
tween 5 and 9 p.m., Mon.-Wed. 
COLLEGE REP WANTED to distrib- 
ute "Student Rate" subscription cards 
at this campus. Good income. For 
information and application write to: 
COLLEGIATE MARKETING SER- 
VICES. P.O. Box 1436. Mooresville. 
NC28115. 
FOR RENT 
One bedroom professionally furnished 
in private home, near EKU, all utilities, 
small deposit, reference with lease. 
Available now. Nonsmokers call for 
appointment after 6:00 p.m. 624-1478. 
SERVICES 
TYPING. Resumes. Term Papers, 
Newsletters, WordPerfect 5.1 Word 
Processing (606)744-7376. 
SKYDIVING INSTRUCTIONS - Train 
and iumo the same day for ONLY $90! 
Lackey's Airport, US 25 South, 6 miles 
from By-Pass, turn right on Menelaus 
Rd. Sat. & Sun. 10 a.m. For info call 
606-623-6510 or 606-986-8202 week- 
ends. 
WIN A FREE T-SHIRT 
Just answer the following 
question correctly and be the 
first to come down to First 
Gear-during our 4-cc4or 40 
pieces 100% cotton white 
t-shirt for only $5.99 spedal-- 
on the comer of 1 st and Main 
WHAT FAMOUS ROCK STAR 
SANG BACKUP ON CARLY 
SIMON'S HIT 'YOU'RE SO 
VAIN'? 
Classifieds are' 
due noon 
Monday. 
Kinko's Copies Richmond Mall 
Resume package, term papers, fliers, Mac rental 
24-hour turnaround Mon. - Fri. 
Store hours Mon. - Fri. 7 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Sat. 9 a.m. - 9 p.m., & Sun. 12:30 p.m. - 6 p.m. 
FACSIMILE SERVICES, LAMINATION, 
6<t COPIES, COLOR COPIES 
Phone: 1-606-624-0237 
Fax:    1-606-623-9588 
THAT'S LIFE by David Novels 
iCaulcMhi's *>* 4Kc 
DON'T GET STUCK 
in first gear. Come to The Inkspot East for the 
quality and service you deserve. 
W@ wM toast) ©du^®ffD@9© ipirQ©@© 
linkspotl 
custom   printed    ™ sportswear 
t-shirts   sweats   caps   606-624-3636 
*NtfNNNW*NNN*N*N*NWiNN*i*i*N<NN^ 
■y 
!%incon Meccano 
Me?(ican 
Restaurant & Cantina 
Student Special 
Speedy Gonzalez 
OIK" l.ini, one enchilada, choice of rice or beans 
Tuesdays and Wednesdays Margaritas 
263 East Main Street 
624-5054 
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Colonel's Cab Co. has wheels rolling 
By Rob Miller 
Staff writer 
The city of Richmond now has 
two taxi cab services in operation, the 
newer of which is owned and operated 
by three Eastern alumni. 
Colonel's Cab Co. began opera- 
tion Dec. 29 and dispatches two cabs 
in town, providing 24-hour taxi ser- 
vice to both on- and off-campus loca- 
tions. 
Two of Colonel's owners, Scott 
McPherson and Harold Strong, gradu- 
ated in 1989 from the university with 
bachelor's degrees in business admin- 
istration. The third owner, Greg 
Hamblin, graduated in 1986 with a 
double major in marketing and busi- 
ness administration. 
Hamblin said he, McPherson and 
Strong opened the company because 
they felt there was a great need for it in 
the community. 
"We were sitting around one night 
for over an hour waiting for a cab. We 
sat around and talked and decided it 
would be a good idea to open up a cab 
company," McPherson said. 
Hamblin said the company's goal 
was to provide exceptional service. 
Hamblin said Colonel's was different 
from other cab services because their 
taxi drivers will open the taxi doors 
for customers. 
According to Colonel's Cab man- 
agement, the company hopes to ex- 
pand to six cars, pending approval by 
the state Department of Transporta- 
tion. 
McPherson said that business at 
night has been good, but that things 
were a bit slow during the daytime. 
Colonel's Cab has only been in 
operation for approximately a month, 
but their competition has been in busi- 
ness for 11 years. 
Wade Coyle, the owner of OK 
Cab Co., said his business has not 
been adversely affected by the new 
competition. 
Progress photo by JENNIFER BARNEY 
Colonel i Cab Co. owner Grog Hamblin stands next to Ms cab 
while he watts between runs. 
"Really, it has been better," Coyle 
said. OK Cab started out with two 
cabs but has developed into a five-car 
business operating 24 hours a day. 
Coyle said Colonel's is the first 
competition he has had since he 
opened. The rates for both compa- 
nies for the downtown area are ap- 
proximately S3. Rates for outside of 
town and past the bypass vary. 
VT< ,*(<* 
^^    A    10% DISCOUNT    4    J^k 
flkf   A WrTH VALID <   f       1 
% k STUDENT ID        4  %    W 
< 
I UO 
511 Eastern By-Pass 
624-2839 
2 Soft 
Tacos 
$1.00 
Valid Only 
2/4 thru 2/7 
2 Tacos 
$1.00 
Valid Only 
2/4 thru 2/7 
2 Bean 
Burritos! 
$1.00 
Valid Only 
2/4 thru 2/7 
' J.  
Attorney General opens 
campus police records 
NEWS BRIEFS 
By DeVone Holt 
Asst. news editor 
Campus police records at state 
universities and colleges are open for 
public inspection, according to an 
opinion released by the state attorney 
general's office Jan. 27. 
The opinion was prompted by a 
request for a review of an earlier attor- 
ney general's opinion which defined 
police records as "education records'' 
and thus subject to federal privacy 
laws. 
Overruling its earlier opinion, the 
attorney general's office noted that 
Congress has revised the so-called 
Buckley Amendment to exempt cam- 
pus law enforcement records from the 
privacy act. 
The request for a review was made 
in July 1991 by Clint Riley, who was 
then president of the Kentucky Inter- 
collegiate Press Association and man- 
aging editor of the Eastern Progress. 
Riley filed the request on behalf 
of the 17 universities and colleges in 
Kentucky after the U.S. Department 
of Education threatened to withhold 
federal funds from schools which 
violated the privacy act by releasing 
campus records. 
"We were lucky at Eastern," said 
Riley, now a reporter for the Citrus 
County (Fla.) Chronicle. 
"They (Eastern) never shut off 
access to us. 
"But people at Murray, U of L, 
UK, Western and smaller schools were 
being denied access to these records." 
Riley said that people who live in 
a community, including a campus 
community, should be able to find out 
what kind of crime and police activitiy 
is happening around them. 
"People would like to know if 
their neighbor's home was burglar- 
ized—the same is true for a univer- 
sity," he said. 
"If there's a burglary next door to 
you, you're going to be extra careful. 
"The law is there now but it's only 
as good as the people that use it." 
■ Fire destorys car in 
Alumni Coliseum lot 
A car fire in the Alumni Coliseum 
commuter parking lot on Tuesday was 
the second fire extinguished by the 
Richmond Fire Department in less than 
three weeks. 
"The fire was somewhat normal. 
The battery apparently slid over and 
grounded against the car's body," said 
RFD Captain David Whitaker. 
Thecar belonging to Stephen Fore, 
Irvine, was towed after firemen put 
out the blaze. 
Another fire on Jan. 14, also in the 
Alumni Coliseum lot, damaged a ve- 
hicle belonging to Dennis Hurst 
—By Kathy PoynUr 
■ Accounting club offers 
free income-tax advise 
The university's Accounting So- 
ciety is participating in the Volunteer 
Income Tax Assistance program that 
will assist low-income and elderly 
Madison County residents with their 
income tax beginning this week . 
Student members of the society 
have volunteered to assist county resi- 
dents, free of charge, with their 1040, 
1040A, 1040EZand Kentucky income 
tax forms. 
Members of the university ac- 
counting faculty will oversee the pro- 
gram and review all the forms once 
they are completed. 
The program will be held from 6 
p.m. to9 p.m.,Feb. 3 - March 10, in the 
Kentucky Utilities community room, 
200 Water St. 
—By DeVone Holt 
■ GLSSO meeting to 
discuss gays in military 
The university's Gay and Lesbian 
Student Support Organization will 
sponsor an open meeting Thursday in 
the Crabbe Library. 
The meeting "Gays and the Mili- 
tary—Pros and Cons" will begin at 7 
p.m. in room 108 and everyone is 
welcomed to attend. 
—By DeVone Holt 
.SUBWAY" 
Eastern By-Pass (across from Jerry's)     623-3458 
We Bake Our Own Bread Daily! 
COLD SUBS ITALIAN BPEAD 
SIX FOOT 
INCH        LONG 
FOR TWICE THE MEAT. MSI SA* SUPEt-   ADD 1.00 200 
BMT (ham. gonoa. pepperonl. bologna) 
SUBWAY CLUB (roast beef, turkey, horn) 
SPICY ITALIAN  
COLD CUT COMBO 
TUNA  
SEAFOOD 8. CRAB  
HAM & CHEESE         
ROAST BEEF  
TURKEY BREAST  
TURKEY » BACON DELUXE  
VEGGIES * CHEESE 
HOT SUBS TALIAN BBEAD 
MEATBALL °R PIZZA SUB 
STEAK & CHEESE 
GRILLED CHICKEN BREAS' 
BAR B Q RIB 
2 99 4 19 
299 
2 49 
4 19 
399 
1 89  . 299 
2.79 3.99 
339 499 
269 399 
2.89 4.19 
2.79 399 
3 19 439 
149 2.59 
six 
INCH 
FOOT 
LONG 
1.89 
299 
2.99 
439 
299 
3 39 
439 
199 
HOURS: Mon. thru Thur. 11 a.m. - 1 ajn., Fri. A Sat. 11 un. - 2 «.m., 
Sunday 11 a.m. - midnight 
C Call Darren at 1872 to run an Valentine ad for your sweetheart! J *' 
Assorted Valentine Gift: 
The University Store 
—~ 
February 4th thru February 12th 
$3 and up 
Free Delivery on Campus 
February 11th and 12th 
^UNIVERSITY 
BOOKSTORE 
CENTER Of CAMPUS 
Happy Valentine's Day from the 
staff at the University Store. 
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COLONEL KID 
Progress photo by BOBBI JO SHIELDS 
Colonel mascot Heath Oolen steals a hug from young Chris Neeley at the men's basketball 
game against Austin Peay State University Saturday. 
Smoking policy altered by 
Gov. Jones' latest order 
By DeVone Holt 
Asst. news editor 
The university's smoking regula- 
tions within campus buildings and 
residence halls will soon be altered 
due to an executive order issued by the 
governor. 
The executive order is designed to 
eliminate smoking in state-controlled 
facilities that exist as executive 
branches, but will permit smoking 
under special circumstances. 
Doug Whitlock, executive assis- 
tant to president, said the order is not 
substantially different from the 
university's current smoking policy. 
He said the major difference be- 
tween the new state policy and the 
current university policy is that smok- 
ing is permitted in quarters and stair- 
wells now, but under the new state 
policy it will only be permitted under 
special circumstances. 
"It (the executive ocder) docs not 
identify what constitutes special cir- 
cumstance, " Whitlock said. "This is 
something we'll have to see clarifica- 
tion on." 
Smokers as well as the signs that 
designate smoking will both be af- 
fected by the new order. 
Whitlock said, according to the 
new order, non-smoking and smoking 
areas have to be marked as such. 
The order also affects individuals 
who smoke privately in their offices. 
These people will now have to ob- 
tain a filtration system to help remove 
secondary smoke from the air in their 
offices. 
Although the order is not signifi- 
cantly clear, Whitlock said he has a 
good sense for what kinds of modi- 
fications need to be made with the 
university policies. 
The order can not be imple- 
mented until the Division of Facili- 
ties management has made the 
proper smoking signs available to 
the university and until the specific 
angles of the order are clarified 
with the university. 
Whitlock said he feels the rea- 
son the order is not specifically 
clear is because it's very tough to 
write a policy that covers every 
situation exactly the same way. 
Jeannette Crockett, dean of stu- 
dent life, said the order will become 
a very sensiive issue to smokers. 
"We need to be sensitive to 
peoples' livelihood when imple- 
menting the order," Crockett said. 
erving Breakfast, Lunch 
and Dinner     k 
^pNANA* 
•Steaks &CHHU ►Ribs 
fltVEItl* 
709 Bi 
. 
Carry Out Orders % 
Open Mon.-Sat. 8 am-Midnight 
ill Ave., Richmond 624-2569 
DIRTY DOZEN DAYS 
At 
CTRILEYS PUB 
Featuring 
12 Drink Specials 
too dirty to mention in this ad 
Autowize  
HWIZE 
DISCOUNT AUTO PARTS 
& SERVICE CENTER 
531 Big Hill Ave 
Richmond 624-2990 
——  . 
IUBE, OIL & mi** 
$ -I **&8 
Most Cars and 
Light Tcucks 
Flush and Fill 
Flush radiator & cooling system, check all 
belts, hoses and water pumps. Refill with 
up to 2 gallons ol antifreeze coolant. Most 
cars and light trucks. SO /I 88 
WINTER SPECIALS 
DOUGLAS BATTERY SALE 
60 Month   $QC95 
Batter los        00 .   w/axchaga 
Group 24   24F. 26. 70, 74 
$39.95  $49.95  $59.95 
- 'Group 58.65.75      Omni 670 Omni 850 
ELECTRONIC TUNE-UP with SUN Diagnostic Computer 
Wa'll miUII new plugs. set bmimg. sdjusl ca'burator (it applicable). 
analyze »y»tam with SUN computer   Add 
$4.00 lor standard ignition plus any 
additional pats 
trucks 
4 Cyl. 
$0488 
Most cars and ligTtt 
6 Cyl. 
$3g88 
8 Cyl. 
$4488 
— 
24' 
PRICES GOOD THRU FEB. 17, 1993 
FRONT DISC BRAKES 
Install new pods, resurface rotor*  repack 
wheel bearings, insiali new grease seals, add 
ne*ded>fluid inspect system and road.test v 
•rfRaBtiMeaJIper* and        "<*»;_■' -fit Q Q 
semi-metai;ic pads V/111 00 
^ 
•     — 
______ ■«f 
B-k &.V-* 
Hs-^4*. 
^' 
OWNED      -      LOCALLY OPERATED 
Are Your oLd gLa//e/ 
driving YOU a LittLe 
crazy? Let u/ /ave 
Your /aNitY 
With a NeW pair. 
Dr. William R. Isaacs Dr. C. L. Davis 
Optometrist Optometrist 
Dr. William T. Reynolds 
rbt 
228 W. Main, Richmond Ky. 
Insurance welcome 
Medical Cards 
Credit Terms 
Available 
Open Mon - Sat 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
tC\~*   iiri> All Brands of Contacts 
OZjmJj5o Soft & Semi-Soft 
Permalens 
Bifocal Contacts 
Member of Kentucky Optometrlc 
Assoclation 
, 
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY 
FEBRUARY PRESENTS 
BLACK HISTORY MONTH 
NATIONAL THEME -- AFRO AMERICAN SCHOLARS: 
LEADERS, ACTIVISTS AND WRITERS 
Join in a month-long celebration of BLACK HISTORY MONTH.   The activities 
which are scheduled for this month will reflect upon the national theme — 
AFRO AMERICAN SCHOLARS:   LEADERS, ACTIVISTS AND WRITERS. 
BEYOND THE DREAM V" 
A CELEBRATION OF BLACK HISTORY: 
'THE WRITERS. THE STORIES. THE LEGACY' 
Wednesday, February 3, 1993 
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. 
Library, Room 108 
A two hou' novitw) and inspiring v<1ooconte'oncc lhal wil servi as the "0IKjn.it 
« c -oil ol the nonm long observance ol the contnbulcns made by Black Ameicans 
•o Our country Cunng the presentation, the locus wil be on tho impact ol Alrcan 
Arnercan literature JS it pertains to American culture and Itl.    This program wrill 
•a*m*if :i»c -'voiutcm ol ire stones I'om iho GRIQT to contemporary writers and 
-eyond A common theme throughout BEYONO THE DREAM V will bo tno 
.mponance el slon/teSing lor the understanding and preservaton 01 culluro and 
hafSaps 
BLACK HISTORY MONTH VIDEO REVIEW 
THE ROAD TO BROWN 
Tuesday, February 9, 1993 
1 2:00 noon 
Kennamer Room ol the Powell Building 
THE ROAD TO BROWN.s the story ol segrogaton and iho bt.ikant legal assault on 
i which launched me C ** ricjhts movement it is also a moving long overdue irOuta 
to a vaenary but uwoknown black lawyer. Char'os HamJton Houston, "the man who 
lulled Jim Crow" (length 47 minutest 
ETHNIC NOTIONS 
Wednesday, February 10 
12:00 noon 
Kennamer Room ol the Powell Building 
ETHNIC NOTIONS is 'he award winning documentary which lakes viewers on a 
disturbing voyage th'ough Arnercan social history it traces to* ine l*sl lime me 
e-oiut.on o' the denpty rooted stereotypes when have lueied ami WacV preyuoce 
i'-cngm 'A "inuicst 
WILD WOMEN DON'T HAVE THE BLUES 
Thursday, February 11, 1993 
1 2:00 noon 
Kennamer Room ol the Powell Building 
WILD WOMEN OONT HAVE THE BLUES shows how blues were bom out ol Iho 
economic and social Iranstorinaton ol Alrcan Arnercan lilo oarly in tins contu'y H 
'ecaptu'cs l 'o tvos and iimos ol Ma Rlrney. Bessie Smith. Ida Cow. Albcia Hunter. 
f.iiici Waters, and ine oiitor legendary women who mado m. oiues a vital pan ol 
American cu4uro  Trus dim brings together lor in. itfsitKTie dozens ol rare, classic 
'erid'l out o' Ih. early bluet 
LET'S GET TOGETHER:   SPIRIT NIGHT 
Thursday, February 11, 1993 
7:30 p.m. 
McBrayer Arena of the Alumni Coliseum 
Comcoui and suppon ire Cooneis as iney take on f-c L .iQies iiu 
University  School spirit, unity and lunwitt bo the"  . 
EBONY QUIZ BOWL 
Thursday, February 18 
7:00 p.m. 
Grise Room of the Combs Bldg. 
Como and tesi your knowledge ol Black riistory Pfueswiliaeri 
Ihe lirsl second and Ihird place winners 
1993 AFRICAN AMERICAN 
ACHIEVEMENT BANQUET 
(SOUL FOOD DINNER) 
Wednesday, February 24, 1993 
6:00 p.m. 
Keen Johnson Ballroom 
This wil bo an evening ol celebration and rccogn/iu'i 
Arnercan scholars and loaders at Eastern Kentucky'j-i.ers'.y t'|0,mcSouif ooo 
Dinner when will be diverse, plentiful and dekcous E ncnainment tor me evening 
will be provided by the EKU Gospel Ensemble Tickets musi be purchased 'n 
advance Students $5 00. non students $7 00 Tckcts arc available through me 
O'lco ol Minority Aitairs and must be purchased pror to rob'.,   . . 
BLACK HISTORY MONTH DISPLAY 
February 1993 
Crabbe Library 
Come out and view me diso.iy when inckjdes boo-s  'Ctcos and posit 
•inert ih. contnbutions made by Qtjck Americans to Our cc 
ALL EVENTS ARE OPEN TO THE PUBLIC 
TheloHowtngorganuaiionsha«epariCipaied.ntr.ep.i'in'-jan3 i ;v  ■■ lattgi al 
Black History Month 1993    Ai^na Kappa Aphj Alpnyj I 
Unvon, Commonwensh Ha't Doita Sigma Theta Gosp* 
p«i Mnltoi Halt. OOonnoit Iia«. Omega Pti I'hi PnnniHIlai i" 
Zola Piu Uota 
♦ Coordlnotod through Ihe Olficc ol Minority Attalrs ♦ 
For More Information Contact:  Office of Minority Affairs • Eastern Kentucky University 
130 Powell Building • Richmond, Kentucky  40475 • (606) 622-3205 
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Simmons Cable to increase 
Richmond basic, premium rates 
By Brett Dunlap 
Staff writer 
On March 1, cable television rales 
for the city of Richmond will be raised 
from $21.35 to $22.40 plus tax; how- 
ever, the price for cable on campus 
will remain the same, according to 
Wayne Kight, regional manager for 
Simmons Cable. 
In a letter to the mayor's office, 
Kight stated that the increase comes 
from a Congressional ruling to extend 
greater legislation over cable televi- 
sion rates. 
Kight said he did not know the 
specific guidelines the Federal Com- 
munications Commission will adopt. 
Customers will have the option of 
subscribing to just the broadcast basic 
service, which includes channels 2- 
13. for $ 12; or the standard cable pack- 
age which has the broadcast basic ser- 
vice plus the satellite tier service for 
the full $22.40. 
Customers with more than one 
television wanting to subscribe to the 
broadcast basic service, can do so for 
an extra $2 per set. If they want the 
entire standard cable package, the ad- 
ditional charge will be $4.25. 
A 75 cent per month rental charge 
will be charged for converters on any 
television which receives only the 
broadcast basic service. 
The rates for other services, such 
as premium channels like HBO and 
Showtime and remote controls, will 
not change. Remote controls will not 
be available for units that carry only 
the broadcast basic service. 
N**i 
Mr    ■ A ^aV' 
W*    *^w 
Progress photo by JAY ANGEL 
Rick Abner, 33 and a Richmond native, works on the lines for 
Kight said the FCC is to make the Simmons Cable TV Tuesday. Abner is an Installation technician. 
ruling within the next two months. 
Simmons will make necessary adjust- 
ments at that time. 
Check out Valentines Day 
Specials in this week's 
Progress 
CAMPUS 
CABLE GUIDE 
2WKYT/27(CBS) 
3 WLKY/32 (CBS) 
4 WDKY/56 (FOX) 
5 EKU programming 
6 EKU programming 
7WTBS/17 
8 WLEX/18 (NBC) 
9 EKU programming 
10 WTVQ/36 (ABC) 
11 WDRB/41 (FOX) 
12 EKU programming 
13 WKLE/46 (educational) 
14 ESPN 
15 TNT 
16 USA 
17 SportsChannel 
18 The Family Channel 
19 C-SPAN 1 
20 Nickelodeon 
21 Showtime* 
22 The Movie Channel* 
23 The Disney Channel* 
24 Home Box Office* 
25 Cinemax* 
26 CNN 
27 The Weather Channel 
28 Headline News 
29 Lifetime 
30CMT 
31 The Nashville Network 
32 MTV 
33 The Discovery Channel 
34 Financial News Network 
35A&E 
36 Request TV* 
37 ACTS 
38PTL 
39 C-SPAN 2 
41 Amer. Movie Classics 
42 BET 
43 Comedy Channel 
44 Educational Access 
45 Mad. Co. Gov. Access 
46 EKU programming 
58 QVC 2 
59QVC 
60 Richmond Community 
61 Richmond City Gov. 
* premium service 
VALUABLE COUPON 
BABY PAN! PAN! 
and a single 32 oz. Soft Drink 
With the purchase of a Baby Panl Panl and a single 
32 oz. soft drink at the regular price. 
Please request free Baby Panl Panl and drink when 
ordering. Not valid with any other coupon offers. 
EXPIRES 2-11-93 
little Caesars 
• 1992 LittSc Caesar Enterprises, Inc. 
VALUABLE COUPON   ----. 
Anderson Hair 
on Mane 
Using natural 
products by 
Aveda        ,* 
s^Jio 
623-2300 
103 E. Main 
Upward Bound Program 
The Upward Bound Program is seeking university students in good 
academic standing for 6-week employment as tutor-counselors. TCs 
receive room and board plus $1,200 salary for the period from June 2 - 
July 18. (June 2-4: Inservice Training) 60 college hours and minimum 
2.5 GPA preferred. Applicants must be responsible, dependable, serious 
about education, enjoy working with high-school students, and willing 
to devote 24 hours a day to this job. 
Tutor counselors, who have private rooms, live in Eastern dorms with 
high-school students; tutor, supervise and counsel them; and assist 
teachers of academic subjects. Upward Bound participants are 
intelligent, capable, college-bound students from rural Kentucky 
counties who are here for academic support and culturally enriching 
activities. 
For an application, see Jami Nichols in Begley 500 before March 30. 
Interviews will be in mid-April. 
HARDCOVER BESTSELLERS 
NONFICTION 
The Way Things Ought to Be 
Rush Limbaugh 
Women Who Run with the Wolves 
Clarissa Pinkola Eslcs 
It Doesn't Take a Hero 
H. Norman Schwarzkopf with Peter Petre 
Bankruptcy 1995 
Hany E. Figgie 
The Te of Piglet 
Benjamin Hoff 
Excess Baggage 
Judith Sills 
Liberation Management 
Tom Peters 
Truman 
David McCullough 
JFK: Reckless Youth 
Nigel Hamilton 
Every Living Thing 
James Herriot 
FICTION 
The Bridges of Madison County 
Robert James Waller 
Dragon Tears 
Dean Koontz 
Dolores (.'laiborne 
Stephen King 
The Pelican Brief 
John Grisham 
The General's Daughter 
Nelson DeMillc 
Mexico 
James A. Michener 
Degree of Guilt 
Richard North Patterson 
Sabine's Notebook 
Nick Bantock 
Mixed Blessings 
Danielle Steel 
The Tale of the Body Thief 
Anne Rice 
Little Professor    Richmond Ma„ 
Book Center 623-0522 
Try our Hot 8" Pizza Sub, 
Ham Sub; Sausage Sub & 
Meatball Sub, each only  $3.11 
Steak Hoagies  $3.73 
Salads    $2.12 
Baked Spaghetti & Garlic Bread $4.67 
Garlic Bread   $1.42 
Liter Drinks 90<t Frito-Lay Chips 71« 
Pepsi, Mi. Dew, Dr. Pepper, Diet Pepsi 
* Prices Do Nol Include Sales I ox 
623-0330 
Fast 
Free Delivery 
Minimum Delivery $4.25 
Two Large 
Single Item 
Pizzas 
$9.99 
One 14" Pizza 
Two Item 
Two Drink 
$6.99 
Two Small 
Single Item 
Pizzas 
$5.99 
Any Sandwich 
With Drink 
$3.99 
202 South Second Street 
I 1 
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Campus news 
STUDYING HARD 
Progress photo by BOBBI JO SHIELDS 
Kelli Frakes, 18, a freshman police administration/account- 
ing major, hits the books in the Powell Building Tuesday. 
GRADES: Faculty senate OKs 
new grading scale for students 
Continued from front page 
Board of Regents. 
"The Board will probably decide 
when the implementation will occur," 
said Joan McGill, president of Fac- 
ulty Senate. 
How the new grading system will 
be implemented is not known at 
this time. "Not all of the departments 
have the same grading scale so it 
would be up to each individual de- 
partment to do it based on their own 
scale," McGill said. 
The senate also voted on three 
amendments to the motion, two of 
which were defeated. 
The motion was amended so that 
the grades of D+.D and D- carried no 
grade points in graduate courses. 
"The registrar estimates that it is 
going to lake in the neighborhood of a 
day and a half longer to process the 
grades," said David Allgier, a mem- 
ber of the senate ad hoc committee on 
grades. 
There will be a one-time cost of 
approximately $4,500 for the change 
to the plus/minus grading system that 
will be used to pay for changes in 
software needed for the new system, 
Allgier said. 
A recurring cost of approximately 
$900 per semester will be needed to 
pay for extra personnel to enter 
the extra data into the grading system, 
McGill said. 
The senate also postponed a vote 
on a motion that would do away with 
mid-term deficiency notices sent to 
advisers. 
STATHERS &k 
Flower Shop 
630 Big Hill Avenue Richmond, KY 
624-0198 
Valentine's Day Prices 
1 Dozen Roses in a vase 
$34.95 
1 Dozen Roses in paper 
$19.95 
ORDER NOW FOR VALENTINE'S DA Y 
We will be open Sunday, February 14th 
PERRY: Former university accountant pleads guilty 
Continued from front page 
Giles Black, Baldwin said he cannot 
discuss details of how or what ac- 
counts in the fund were affected until 
after Perry's sentencing. 
The external auditors, Rankin 
and Rankin, in Covington, would not 
say why the firm did not discover any 
improprieties in the fund's accounts 
during its annual audits. 
Rankin and Rankin is on a bid 
contract with the university and was 
paid $46,500 last year for the auditing 
of financial statements, the founda- 
tion, WEKU-FM radio, NCAA finan- 
cial audits and the audit of federal 
funds including student financial aid 
programs, according to an in voice from 
business affairs. 
Rankin and Rankin'scontract will 
expire June 30. 
The university is currently accept- 
ing bids for a new external auditor, 
although renewing the contract with 
Rankin and Rankin has not been ruled 
out, said Harold Campbell, chairman 
of the Board of Regents auditing com- 
mittee 
Campbell said they will review 
bids and make a decision by April IS. 
While Campbell said it was too 
early to state specifics, he said the 
university will adhere to a "strict list 
of specifications" for the firm that is 
awarded (he bid. 
Much like Eastern, Western Ken- 
tucky University's foundation fund is 
not affiliated with the university and 
has its own bookkeeping department 
and manages its own funds, said Tom 
Harmon, Western's director of ac- 
counts and budgetary control. 
But Kentucky State University has 
a foundation fund which has been 
separate from the university since 
1989, as well as a separate university 
account set up specifically for han- 
dling private donations not intended 
for the KSU Foundation, said Paul 
G laser, director of fiscal management 
at KSU. 
Expenditures for this account must 
come with the permission and signa- 
ture of KSU President Mary Smith 
and must have Glaser's signature to 
serve as a safegaurd as well. 
Baldwin said it is too early to tell 
if Claude K. Smith, Jr., the new ac- 
countant who has replaced Perry, will 
have the same control over the ac- 
counts as Perry had. 
Smith, who was employed by the 
university Jan.4 with an annual salary 
of $25,500, graduated from Eastern in 
1982 with a degree in accounting and 
has been a certified public accountant 
in Richmond since 1985. 
Pete Flaherty, Perry's attorney. 
would not speculate as to what Perry 
did with the stolen funds, but full-time 
university employees are covered by 
a state-fidelity bond up to $100,000. 
and Baldwin said that while payment 
is still pending, the university will 
receive the full amount. 
Perry's salary was $32,358 in 
1991-92, up 9 percent from the previ- 
ous year. He and his wife S hellye own 
property valued at $64,170 in Moun- 
tain View Estates just outside Berea. 
According to records in the Madi- 
son County Courthouse, the Perrys 
paid off a mortgage val ued over $6,000 
in September, but still owe $17,000 
on another mortgage for the same 
house. 
In July 1989, the Perrys bought a 
new Chevrolet Beretta valued at 
$12,000 with a $5,500 trade-in and 
paid the loan off Oct. 26. 
In 1990 they bought a '79 
Chevrolet Flectwood val ued at$1.400 
after trading in their 1978 pickup 
truck. Most recently, they purchased 
an '83 Chevrolet Suburban, without 
a trade-in, valued at $3,700. 
The Perrys also own a '78 
Chevrolet Blazer and '77 Chevrolet 
Caprice. 
Better your business, 
Advertise in THE PROGRESS! 
Paul Mitchell promotion 
in styling salon TODAY! 
Visit the salon 
today and receive 
FREE 
Paul Mitchell 
products samples. 
One Pair Over $20 
Exp. 02>12-93 
14" LARGE 
Two Topping 
$5.98 
Plus Tax 
624-8600 
14 "LARGE 
Two Topping 
& Two Drinks 
$6.98 
Plus Tax 
I I 
18'X LARGE 
Two Topping 
$9.95 
Plus Tax 
FAST FREE DELIVERY!! 
I 1 
TWO 10"SMALL 
Single Item 
Pizzas 
$6.99 
Plus Tax 
, j 
\TWO 12" MEDIUM 
Single Item 
Pizzas 
$7.99 
Plus Tax 
TWO 14" LARGE 
Single Item 
Pizzas 
$9.99 
I 1 Plus Tax 
FREE GARLIC BUTTER & PEPPERS 
If  MONSTER MASH 
(2 Toppings) 
Pound of Chips & 2 Liter Pepsi 
$13.98 
Plus Tax 
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Inside 
■ Metallica rocks 
Rupp Friday. See 
PREVIEW, B2. 
■ Giles 
Gallery 
features 
David 
Carter and 
faculty collections. 
See ARTS, B3. 
■ College is a 
family affair for 
one university 
clan. See 
PEOPLE, B4. 
■ Golden Key 
helps White Hall 
first graders 
become the "Best 
of America." See 
ACTIVITIES, B5. 
■ New Colonel 
mascot has a tough 
act to follow. See 
SPORTS, B8. 
Did you know? 
■ Today in 1902 
Charles Lindbergh 
was bom. Lindbergh 
was an American 
aviator who flew 
sob over the Atlantic 
Ocean, New York to 
Paris, in 1927. 
Next week 
I The Dating Game 
Stateiand Dairy, founded In 
1912, serves as a practical 
facility where students can 
learn the principles of farming. 
Although the farm tost some 
land in the construction of the 
Stratton Building, officials 
have no Immediate plans for 
relocating It. 
Ole' 
McColonel 
had two 
farms. . . 
Progress photos by LEA 
ANN SILLIMAN 
Brian Samuels, a Junior 
agriculture major from 
Lebanon Junction, works for 
Stateiand Dairy Farm. One of 
his many responsibilities at 
the farm la feeding the cattle. 
Moat students who work for 
the farm are either fulfilling 
practlcum credit, in the work 
study or Institutional work 
programs. 
Meadowbrook, Stateiand teach principles of fanning 
By J. Cris Kendall 
Staff writer 
When most students think of 
Stateiand Dairy, they think of the fresh 
smell of cow manure on a spring day. 
"Most people think we do it on 
purpose," Mike Judge, director of the 
university farms, said. 
What those students don't know is 
(hat the dairy produced by the cows at 
the farm is rated No. 1 in Kentucky in 
milk and protein production. 
"We carefully plan the spreading 
of manure around university functions, 
and anyone complaining is welcome to 
come over and help," farm manager 
Roger Allison said. 
The university owns two self-sup- 
porting farm facilities, the Stateiand 
Dairy and Meadowbrook Farm. 
Stateiand Dairy 
The dairy employs six to eight stu- 
dents per semester, including Barry 
Edinglon, a senior from Shelby County. 
"I've worked at a larger farm,'' 
Edington said. "But I prefer Stateiand.'' 
The farm has just enough cattle for 
a few herdsman to handle, he said. 
The less than 100-acre farm serves 
as a laboratory for students of dairy 
herd management. With help from ihose 
students, the farm produces com, hay, 
grain and tobacco. 
Most of the corn is produced to 
feed the lifestock. Judge said. 
"We use natural resources to make 
a natural product," he said. 
The farm has 56 Holstcin-Fricsian 
lactating ormilk-producingcows. Hoi 
sic i n - Fries ian cows are the most recog- 
nizable by their signature Mack and 
white markings. Each cow weighs be- 
tween 1,400 and 1,500 pounds and cats 
63 pounds of feed per day. 
Mi Iking the cows is done fully com- 
puterized and automated. The cows are 
milked in a herringbone parlor which 
resembles a small parking garage with 
four booths on each side. After a buzzer 
sounds, doors open and four cows march 
MILKING THE FACTS 
25,069 
A 
MILK 
EKU 
12,316 
MILK 
UYftV - w can 
Milk production   Milk production    Feed consumed 
per year (In lbs.)  per day (In gal.)   per day (In lbs.) 
SOURCES: Division of University Farms and Nabisco Foods Group 
Cows at the farm produce 70 to 80 gallons of milk per day. LRa 
Hackney, a Junior agriculture major from Urtoank, milks one cow 
whose yield contributes to the nine gallons produced a day. 
in on each side. 
The number given to each cow is 
punched into a computer, which gives 
the milking history, and the cows arc 
hooked up to a four-pronged massage - 
like milker which attaches to their ud- 
ders. The milker extracts around three 
gallons of milk from each cow. The 
buzzer rings again, gates swing back 
and the cows go out the back door. 
Liia Hackney milks the cows at 
8:30 p.m. every night 
"I am just not a morning person," 
she said. 
"I don't mind getting up at 4:30 
a.m.," Stateiand worker, Andrew 
Riticnhousc, a sophomore agriculture 
major from Red Lion, Pa., said. 
"It'srcally no problem for me when 
you get used to it" he said. 
The milk is sold to and picked up 
every iwo days by a cooperative based 
in West Virginia. It is then sent to the 
Traulh Dairy in Cincinnati, which pack- 
ages the milk for distribution. 
In 1971, the university purchased 
its last cattle. Since each heifer has one 
calf per year, the farm is able to main- 
tain a cattle population by reproducing 
within. 
"All the cows can be traced back to 
five cows from the 1920s," Judge said. 
Such is the case of a bull named "Papa." 
The farm uses artificial insemina- 
tion and Papa was conceived in a small 
gray canister filled with vials of semen, 
kept cold with liquid nitrogen. 
The Meadowbrook Farm located 
nine miles cast of campus off of High- 
way 52 also raises livestock. 
Progress graphic by JOE CASTLE 
Meadowbrook 
With this 720-acre farm, the stu- 
dents involved in livestock herd man- 
agement and agricultural mechaniza- 
tion can work with livestock and crop 
enterprises that are not available at 
Stateiand Dairy. 
The farm's major crops are com, 
wheat tobacco, alfalfa and other for- 
age crops. It also raises beef, swine, 
sheep and fish livestock. 
Both farms hold an open house at 
least once a year where (he community 
can pet the animals. Kirksviile Elemen- 
tary School is one school that has par- 
ticipated in the open house in the past 
Ideas of relocating the Stateiand 
farm is an on going project However, 
no immediate or definite plans have 
been discussed. 
"We are looking at it more closely 
now than ever before," Judge said. 
The relocation of the Stateiand 
Dairy Farm was mentioned in the pro- 
posed 1994-95 university budget, but 
academic affairs vice president Earl 
Baldwin said, "We're not that far along 
in planning for it" 
Accent editor Amy 
Etmans contributed to this 
article. 
Until the cows come home 
Contest is challenging moo callers 
Staff report 
Fleischmann's Move Over Butter is inviting cow imper- 
sonators to enter the first national mooing con test. The final 
moo-off will be held at New York's Carnegie Hall this April 
and the winning moo-er will receive a vacation to Maui. 
Bovine balladers can enter the contest free by calling 1 - 
800-833-4COW. Contestants have from Feb. 1 through 
March 31 to leave their name, address and moo. 
Entries will be divided by regions and a panel of expert 
judges—including specialists from the entertainment and 
farm industries—will select five finalists based on clarity, 
strength and most realistic cow sound. Only a human voice 
impersonatingacow's moo will beeligible for the finals. No 
cud chewers will be permitted. 
The regional winners will be flown courtesy of Conti- 
nental Airlines to New York for the national finals and 
perform live at Carnegie Hall. 
Cows have always been great communicators, using 
their mooing to express '_iem.se I ves, from the mother-young 
contact and courting songs to something as sophisticated as 
maintaining coherence within a group's activity. Other 
interesting cow facts and lore: 
■ the average "moo" lasts three to five seconds. 
■ Cows have more acute hearing than humans and a greater 
sense of smell. On a clear day, they can sense smells up to six 
miles away. 
■ On an average day, a cow will eat about 100 pounds of 
grass in over six hours. 
■ NASA has sent cows into orbit to lest their reactions to 
outer space. 
■ If milk could be used a; gasoline, the annual supply from 
all U. S. cows would keep all of California's registered 
motor vehicles running for a year. Progress illustration by STEPHEN LANHAM 
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It«-»^Metallica 
^^   The thrash metal 
L ^     kings will be playing 
tomorrow night at Rupp 
Arena at 8 p.m. Upper arena 
seats are still available at 
Ticketmaster outlets. The cost 
is $20.75. 
Send your announcements 
tor Preview to Jerry 
Pennington or Angie Hatton 
at 117 Donovan Annex 
before 4:30 Monday 
RADIO: Doug Earl's interview of 
the week on campus radio WXII 
will be with Tom Dawson of the 
band Beholder. The interview 
begins at noon. 
ART: The David E. Carter 
graphic design exhibit along 
with a private art collection of 
Eastern faculty members is 
currently on display in Giles 
Gallery. The gallery hours are 8 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday 
through Friday and 2-5 p.m. 
Sunday. The exhibit wilt run 
through Feb. 25. 
flllfi^ 
MUSIC: Metallica wiH be playing 
at Rupp Arena at 8 p.m. Only 
upper arena tickets are avail- 
able. The cost is $20.75. 
VALENTINE'S DAY PARTY: 
Delta Sigma Theta is asking for 
participation in their Valentine's 
party at Richmond Senior 
Citizens Center at 5:30 p.m. 
Contact My la Gay at 3403. 
RHA WEEKENDER: At 8 p.m. 
the Residence Hall Association 
will sponsor "Harrison Ford 
Night" in Telford lobby. The 
movies "Patriot Games" and 
"Regarding Henry" will be 
shown. 
BASKETBALL: Eastern will be 
hosting the Kentucky All "A" 
Classic basketball tournament 
today through Sunday in Alumni 
Coliseum. Eastern students can 
attend any of the tournament 
games for $5 with a valid 
student I.D. During the tourna- 
ment, parking and traffic will be 
congested off the Eastern By 
Pass, and parking will be first- 
come first-serve for both 
students and tournament fans. 
MUSIC: Mary Hams will give a 
guest recital at 7:30 p.m. in 
Brock Auditorium. Admission is 
free and open to the public. 
HOW TO GET INTO PREVIEW 
Here are instructions for getting announcements into the 
Preview section, information must be received in writing by the 
Monday before publication. For all calendars, please include 
the name, time, date and place of event. Also include ticket 
prices, if any, who is sponsoring the event and a daytime 
telephone number for additional information. Send calendar 
information to Jerry Pennington or Angie Hatton at The East- 
em Progress. 117 Donovan Annex, Richmond, KY 40475. 
TTTTTTTITTIIinilll] rxTxiiiin 
IU niversity Ci n em as      bf ,/r/ 
k-P.iss 623-7070 
rJOTWSl! 
CHURCH: The Christian 
Connection meets every 
Thursday at 9 p.m. Rides are 
available from the Daniel Boone 
statue at 8:50 p.m. each week. 
QUICK RECALL TEAM: 
Anyone interested in being on 
Eastern's quick recall team can 
come to practice on Mondays at 
630 p.m. In Room 73 of the 
Memorial Science Building. For 
more information, call Dr. Bruce 
McLaren at 2319. 
PAKISTAN NIGHT: Authentic 
Pakistani cuisine and music will 
be offered in Clay Calet6. ia at 
6:30 p.m. Feb. 20. Tickets are 
$5 per person. Call the Interna- 
tional Office at 1478 for tickets. 
SUPPORT GROUP: The 
Counseling Center has formed 
a support group for people with 
eating disorders. Those who are 
willing to share their experi- 
ences and looking for support 
can contact Susan Ciione at 
1303. 
HOUSING: All residence hall 
members need to complete and 
return housing intention cards to 
Jones 106 by Feb. 19 at 4 p.m. 
ZETA PHI BETA WEEK: Zeta 
week will be Feb 22-28. They 
need participants for a bowling 
tournament, Hp sync and talent 
show. For more information, call 
Yolanda Bradford at 624-1925. 
Deadline is Feb. 12. They also 
need couples to participate in a 
couples' game at 7 p.m. Feb. 
14. Prizes will be given to the 
couple with the highest score. 
Deadline for couples' game is 
Feb. 8. 
PHILOSOPHY CLUB: The 
Philosophy Club presents 
"Superstitions" by Donald 
Bodley Feb. 16 at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Adams Room of the Wallace 
Building. 
VALENTINE BALLOONS: The 
Residence Hall Association will 
be selling balloons Feb. 8-10 
from 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. on the 
comer outside the Powell 
Building. Balloons are $1 each 
and will be delivered free 
anywhere on campus. 
Recordsmith Top 10 
Home 
Alone 2 
7 
Sat & Sun 
Hoffa 
7 
Sat & Sun 
1:45-7 130-4-7 
t Txxzxxxxxxrixxxxxzxxxxxrrxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx: 1 
Body of 
Evidence 
9:30 
Sat & Sun 
930 
Dracula 
9:30 
Sat & Sun 
4:30-9:30 
TOWNE CINEMA 
Main SI. • 623-0532 
All 
All Tlm»i '1 
Now Open Fri. Sat. Sun. Only 
Nightly 
7:15 
Matinee Sun. 
1   & 3:05 p.m. 
H0ME*AL0Ne2 332 
9:30 Nightly 
Madonna 
Willem Dafoe 
b o (I y 
Br» 
RECORDSMITH PRESENTS- 
YOU ARE NOW 
ENTERING KENTUCKY 
FIATURINC - THE YAMIES. STRANCIAVMtTIN 
LOUD BOOM-SHANKA. THE GREYHOUNDS 
AURA SEN. THE llUEIERRIESfcMANY MORE 
■UY fT AT RECORDSMITH! 
Discount 
Shoes 
Martin's 
'LOWEST PRICES 
on all your favorite 
brands of casual leather 
and athletic shoes. 
up to 50% off retail 
451 Big Hill Ave. 
1. Stone Tempi* Pilots, 
"Core" 
2. King T-, Tha Tritlin* Album" 
3. Soul Asylum, "Grave Dancers 
Union" 
4. Dr. Drt, "Chronic' 
5. R.E.M., "Automatic For the 
People* 
6. TLC, "On the TLC Tip" 
7. Spin Doctors, "Pocket Full of 
Kryptonite' 
8. Wreckx -n- Effect, "Hard or 
Smooth" 
9. Bodyguard, Soundtrack 
10. Nirvana, "Incesticide" 
fr 
Tan at your convenience 
24 Hour Tanning 
Center 
Ask about our tanning packages 
NEW BULBS 
Checks & credit cards accepted 
Thrifty Dutchman 
Eastern By-Pass 623-8814 
i 
Subscribe to THE EASTERN PROGRESS 
For more information, call 622-1872. 
Sera-Tec Biolo&icals 
l-'orilHTh ( 'uillpUS 1*1; 
New Donors Receive $20 
Start donating now 
and make ^ 
$210 
by Spring Break! 
Based on two donations pel week. 
624-9814 
292 South Second St 
RESERVE      OFFICERS'      TRAINING      CORPS 
SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE 
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP. 
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a fresh 
man or sophomore, you can still catch 
up to your classmates by attending 
Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a 
Said six-week summer course in 
•adership training 
By the time you have graduated from 
college, you'll have the credentials of 
an Army officer You'll also have 
the self-confidence and discipline 
it takes to succeed in college 
and beyond. 
ARMY ROTC 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE 
COURSE TOD CAN TAKE. 
For  more  information   call  CPT.  Cowell   at   1211. 
\\ vWJ the firjt d<ty of cjdft <w\\ jjeve coy/Q 
^ 
frjMlf 
623-0030 
Medium 
One Item 
and 
One Order of 
Breadsticks 
$5.99 
<.    * *i«Af)B-% ura on*   ha >a* *.,* in. om« 
!-»-.«• c sivt Bte drmng    (X* >w (*., ^ 
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Large 
One Item 
and 
One Order of 
Breadsticks 
$6.99 
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"Seagull" by Andre Racz Is on* of th« paintings on display. 
Art Exhibit 
Progress photos by LEA ANN SILLIMAN 
An African mask by sn unknown artist Is part of "Tha Faculty 
Collects" exhibit In Giles Gallery. 
Graphic artist David E. Carter has 
a collection of corporate logos on dis- 
play along with •The Faculty Col- 
lects" in the Giles Gallery. 
Carter's show features logos that 
he has designed for companies and 
publications ranging from New Yrok 
to Los Angeles. 
Carter, originally from Ashland, 
is the president of his own corporate 
image and identity company. 
Also, Carter has written 40 to 50 
books on logo design and has written 
and produced over 700 tele vision com- 
mercials. 
"The Faculty Collects" isa show of 
an that Eastern faculty members have 
collected over the years. 
The faculty exhibit has a diversity 
of styles ranging from paintings to 
sculptures to pottery. 
The Giles Gallery hours are 8 a.m. 
to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday, 
and 2-5 p.m. Sunday. The exhibit is 
free and open to the public and will 
run through Feb. 25. 
Graphic artist David E. 
Carter displays corporate 
logos In the Giles Gallery of 
the Campbell Building. 
4Sniper' hits the mark as action, adventure movie 
By George Roberts 
Progress film critic 
"Sniper," a new action flick from 
TriStar, scores a kill by following the 
advice of co-star Tom Berenger: war- 
fare is more effective if you make 
every shot count, rather than blasting 
away mindlessly with heavy artillery 
and hoping you hit something. 
The writers of the film (Michael 
Frost Beckner and Crash Leyland) 
have crafted a taut psychological study 
of professional killers in which no 
bullets are wasted. Director Luis Llosa 
also keeps the aim of the picture true 
by training his sights on the minds and 
hearts of the characters, rather than on 
the choreographed carriage. 
Berenger's character, Thomas 
Beckett, is a master gunnery sergeant 
in the Marine Corps who has gone the 
lonely route of the individual merce- 
nary in the jungles of Panama. Beckett 
cares little about political ideology or 
such heady notions as "fighting for 
freedom" as do 
most young grunts. 
He mainly wants 
to make his as- 
signed kills and 
avoid becoming a 
casualty himself. 
His fiercely 
independent 
lifestyle is gro- 
tesquely interrupted and jeopardized 
when non-military marksman Rich- 
ard Miller is sent on a mission by the 
National Security Council into 
Beckett's private hell. 
Miller (Billy Zanc), who has an 
Olympic silver medal on his resume 
for shooting but no live kills to his 
credit, is charged with overseeing the 
execution of a Colombian drug god 
who is planning to sabotage Panama- 
nian elections. 
Though Miller is told by the bu- 
reaucrats he won't have to pull the 
trigger unless he wants to and the 
mission will be swift and sure, he 
findsa different scenario entirely when 
he actually arrives in the jungle. 
Beckett lets him know rather 
gruffly that in spile of the captain's 
bars placed on his shoulders. Miller 
had better let him lead the way lest 
they both die ugly deaths. And in the 
spirit of that compact, Beckett has 
expanded the government's hit list 
and fully expects Miller to do his pan 
in the termination. 
As the action rolls on, Miller learns 
that putting a bullet into someone's 
heart is not as easy as firing into inani- 
mate bull's eyes. And Beckett un- 
earths the bitter truth about himself 
that the hunting of homo sapiens is the 
only life he will ever be able to lead; 
death being the only way out When 
Beckett sees that Miller is emotion- 
ally fractured following his first kill, 
he tells him that the pain he presently 
feels is not the worst part of this job. 
The worst will come when he gets so 
conditioned to killing that he pulls the 
trigger and feels nothing. 
Photo courtesy of TRISTAR PICTURES 
The Jungles of Central America provide the setting for action 
and suspense In TrfStar's new film "Sniper," starring Tom 
Berenger and Billy Zane. 
Musical 
events 
abundant 
this month 
By Chad Williamson 
Staff writer 
The performance of two special 
pieces by the orchestra, an honors 
band for high school musicians and a 
winter choral concert are among the 
February highlights for Eastern's 
music department. 
The EKU Orchestra will perform 
Feb. 28. Spotlighted will be Jim 
Willctt, the departmental tuba instruc- 
tor, who will perform "Six Studies in 
English Folk Song," by Vaughn Wil- 
liams, a piece originally written for 
voice. John Roberts, chair for the musk 
department, feels that the piece will 
alter how some listeners see the in- 
strument. 
"People think of a tuba as an 'oom- 
pah' instrument, but really it's a very 
lyrical, beautiful instrument," Rob- 
erts said. 
Also to be played is the "Concert 
Stuck," by Robert Schumann. De- 
scribed as an extremely difficult piece 
by Roberts, it is a concerto for four 
French horns. Playing the piece will 
be faculty horn instructors Mick and 
Karin Schmann, senior French horn 
major Fred Williams and Terry Rob- 
erts, John Roberts' son who has per- 
formed the piece for 17 years while 
living in Europe. 
The EKU Honors Band., a three- 
day event for the best of Kentucky's 
high school musicians, will be held 
Feb.19-21. 
Currently in its fifth year, the hon- 
ors band consists of two separate bands 
of 150 members. 
Anywhere from 500-600 students 
will audition on Feb. 19 for a position 
in one of the bands. 
Rehearsals last for two days, and 
the event culminates on Feb. 21 with 
each band giving separate conceits. 
Other events include the Univer- 
sity Singers and the Concert Choir, 
who will give their winter concert on 
Feb. 23. 
In addition, three high school 
choirs will also perform that night. Dr. 
David Grecnlce, director of choral 
activities, sees the addition of high 
school performances as valuable to 
the performers. 
"It gives them a chance to sing 
without being rated," Grecnlce said. 
"They actually rate themselves." 
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WASH 
Mother's Coin 
Laundry 
Present coupon for 
1 FREE WASH 
Shoppers Village 
Eastern By-Pass 
623-5014 
Will Honor Competitors 
Coupons 
Exp. 2-18-93 
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'clean store • clean machines0 
&? 624-0133 
Corner of Main 
and Third Street 
Tslng Tao 
Chinese 
Restaurant 
MO 
New Orleans i 
Cafe 
Mon.-Fri.        IMX) am-&00 pm  t%£» llu    LUOCb 
Saturday        I2:0O-9:O() :, m. ' 
SiitKlay ( k>serl S /!>6C lOfS 
(606) 624-3895 $2.99 
242 S. Second Street tO 
Richmond, KY 40475 $S.99 
1ZONE 
•Free Grilled Hot Dogs 
• Buds for a Buck 
• 75<t Beach Hooch 
Located on Water Street 
beside Kentucky Utilities 
BEACH PARTY 
Saturday Feb. 6 
•$1 Shooters 
•$1 XXX on the Beach 
•Wear your swimsuit and 
compete for prizes 
624-8044 
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r$ci I loons  to  v_JO Ply Away With Your Sweetheart! 
108 E. Main 
624-0538 
All My Heart Bouquet 
$24.50 
Berry Sweet Bouquet 
$14.50 
40" Hot Air Balloon with Decorated Basket 
$30 
Candy Kiss Me Bouquet 
$15.50 
¥ 
* 
V 
¥ 
V 
V 
* 
¥ 
V 
Medium and Large Trolls, Bears, Dalmatians with Fire Hat, White 
flush Cats with Lace CoBars, Lions with Heart Boxer Shorts, Mugs, 
Candy, and Much Much More. 
rfS AS SURE A THING AS A PAINTBALL 
HIT ON 
PAVAROTTI 
IT'S THE STUDENT SPECIAL 
WE HAVE ON MONDAY AND TUESDAYS ONLY 
FEATURING 
ALL THE SPAGHETTI 
ANYBODY COULD EAT 
INCLUDING A CERTAIN OPERA SINGER, 
FOR THE UNHEARD OF PRICE OF $2.99 
Dme m only 
Real Italian. Real Fast 
44UeigrM>Dfr*'K4-0684 
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February 4,1993 Family balances love, education Churches 
Send your 
suggestions for PEOPLE to 
Amy Etmans or Angie 
Hatton at 117 Donovan 
Annex or call 622-1882 
By Ryan Ross 
Staff wrUaf 
Many college students know what 
it's like lo have their parents eager to 
be involved in their children's school 
activities. But at Rebecca Lee's house 
hold, college is literally a family af- 
fair. 
Lee, a senior industrial technol- 
ogy major from Estil I County, attends 
Eastern along with her father, mother 
and younger brother. 
Her father, David, is majoring in 
geography, her mcl! rr, Carolyn, is 
studying for a cxvtt in elementary 
education and brother. Joe Bob, is 
majoring in agricultural mechaniza- 
tion. 
"Dad started school a year after I 
did," Lee said. "Then Mom started a 
year after him when she saw that he 
was having fun." 
The family moved from Estill 
County to stay in a Brockton apart- 
ment because of the 45 minutes to an 
hour commute. 
Lee said the good points of the 
family going to school together over- 
shadow any negative aspects. 
"We have a lot more in common, 
and we all know that you need quiet to 
study," Lee said. "If someone's hav- 
ing a problem with something, one of 
us will help out the other with their 
studying." 
Going to the university changed 
the parent's perspective of what their 
children had lo go through at college. 
Drop in sometime! 
Wednesday Nights, 8:30 p.m. 
Conference Rm   E 
Powell Building 
For More Information 
phone: 624 0241 
Progress photo by JAY ANGEL 
Carolyn, Rebecca, DavM and Joe Bob Lee family have a new 
understanding about college responsibilities now that they attend 
school together. Rebecca and her father will graduate In May. 
RICHMOND CHURCH OF CHRIST 
713 West Main SL 
623-8535 
Van leaves the Daniel Sunday 
Bible Study -10 a.m Boone tiaiue 13 min. 
before each service Worship -10:45 a.m. 
Sponsors of the Colonels Evening Worship - 6 p.m. 
for Christ 
2nd A 4th Thursdays, 8:30 p.m. Wednesday 
Powell Building. Room 0 Bible study - 7 pjn. 
"They used to tell us to tough out 
classes, no matter how hard they are, 
and not to drop them," Lee said. "But 
when Dad started, he changed his 
mind and decided dropping classes 
was okay. 
"I told him about how bad the 
registration lines were and he didn't 
believe me about that either, until he 
came over here," she said. 
Having four family members at- 
tend college at the same time can be 
BRIEFS 
very expensive, but Lee said that she 
and her brother have received schol- 
arships and that all of them have been 
able to get grant and loan assistance. 
David and Joe Bob work to support 
their family. 
Most people look forward to their 
parents being at their graduation cer- 
emonies and Lee's parents will be 
there lo watch her and, in her dad's 
case, participate with her. Rebecca 
and David both graduate in May. 
EPISCOPAL CANTERBURY FELLOWSHIP 
CATHOLIC NEWMAN CENTER 
405 University Drive 
Rev. Arthur Conaway Minister 
Tuesday, 9 p.m. Holy Communion 
Home phone: 624-2430 
VT . nr„ \r„< TC V 
Patricia Martin and Teri Adams Fly nn. two seniors 
majoring in social work, received the Sue Friedman Pro- 
fessional Development Award, given by the university's 
department of anthropology, sociology and social work. 
Estill County's Martin and Bcailyville'sAdams-Flynn 
were given the award established by the department in 
1984, in memory of Friedman, a member of the university 
faculty from 1973 to 1984 and coordinator of the social 
work program from 1976 to 1982. 
About 400 student volunteers will work from now 
until March 4 in an effort to raise $125,000 for scholar- 
ships and other university programs for Phonathon '93. 
Calls will be made to about 30,000 university gradu- 
ates from 7 to 9:30 p.m. Sunday through Thursday during 
the five-week period. 
Jbrget .Xe Not JTowers 
I Carousel Liquor 
(next to Toyota South) 
^ 623-0354 
24 (12 oz) Bud & Bud Light 
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GUYS CUTS $9 
GIRLS WET CUT $9 
GIRLS CUT & STYLE   $15 
With Student I.D. 
112 ST. GEORGE ST 
ACROSS FROM RECORDSMITH OZJ-Jo51 
Valentine's Day 
10% student 
discount 
with valid ID. 
(excluding wire orders) 
623-4257 •/ 
Wi 
Hamm's BP 
480 Eastern By-Pass 
623-0604 
We accept student checks! Credit cards welcome. 
Visa, Mastercard, Discover, BP, BP Sohio, BP Boron, BP Gulf. 
Call us for your towing and road service needs- 
24 hours a day. 
Bring this coupon and receive a small Slush Puppie 
FREE    FREE    FREE 
Gas purchase of $8.00 or more required I     *urr& 
Kappa Delta 
would like to congratulate their new initiates: 
Valentine's Day Sunday Feb. 14 
•Roses • Roses •Roses 
• Mixed Arrangements 
•Heart Shaped 
Containers 
•Valentine Plush 
• Candy and Flower 
Bouquets 
• Balloon Bouquets in 
large variety of choices. 
•Potpourri 
•Car Containers 
•Mugs on Wheels 
•Valentine Mugs 
•Snoopy, Gar field, Cats, 
Bears, and 
"Wild-Thing!" 
©  o 
Jackie Barclay 
Holly Cawood 
Cristy Chaffins 
Deniece Hall 
Amy Hutchinson 
Janie Lawson 
Amy Layne 
Ashley Masters 
Amy Mullins 
Melissa Ousley 
Niki Sheridan 
Shawn Farris 
Michelle Souther 
Nykhole Stewart 
Spring Pledges 
Elizabeth Anania Laura Beth Martin 
Alison Asher Michelle May 
Kimberly Carter Janna Noe 
Tiffany Fogle Heather Smith 
»  KristaKelley Karen Whittaker 
* 
Large Variety of Prices and Selections 
You Must Order Early For Best Selection 
Sac 
Activities B5 
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Golden Key members teach kids to say no to drugs 
By Angie Hatton 
Activity editor 
On Monday, first graders at White 
Hal 1 Elementary School put aside their 
crayons and paste to learn about a ne w 
subject 
The subject, one that most of 
today' s college students never learned 
about in elementary school, is drug 
abuse. 
Members of Golden Key Honor 
Society are visiting local elementary 
schools to teach them how to make the 
right decisions concerning drugs and 
alcohol as pan of a program called 
"Ben of America." 
The program is designed to teach 
children about goal-setting, decision 
making, life planning and the impor- 
tance of an education through positive 
role models. 
They started the "Bettof America" 
program Ian semester, and Margaret 
Sutherland, the teacher of the class 
they visited Monday, thinks it's not a 
moment too soon. 
UI think it'simportant to start teach- 
ing children about drugs at this age or 
even younger," Sutherland said. 
Tracey Coffee, who is student 
teaching this semester in Sutherland's 
class, is chairman of Golden Key's 
"Ben of America" project. 
Three senior Golden Key mem- 
bers, Jonda Burcham of Haverville, 
Ohio, Kevin Sisler of Ashland and 
president Ametta Halcomb of Rich- 
mond talked to Sutherland's class 
about making the right decisions about 
drugs and alcohol. 
"What does an alcoholic look 
like?" Halcomb asked them. 
"They look drunk and stuff," Karen 
Baker, a Whitehall student, said 
"You're not an alcoholic," said 
Michelle Hall, another student. 
"That's right, but I could have 
been," Halcomb said. 
Halcomb told them about how her 
parent's divorce depressed her and 
made her want to drink all the time, 
but she stopped drinking in high school 
and went on to earn a scholarship at 
Eastern for her grades. 
Burcham also spoke from pan 
experience. She told the class about 
two of her friends who never went to 
college, because they drank and did 
drugs in high school instead of study 
ing. 
"In one more year I'll be a teacher 
and that's what I've always wanted to 
be. If I had been drinking and doing 
drugs. I would never have made it to 
college where I'm learning to be a 
teacher." 
Sisler made an impression with 
the young boys in the class by telling 
them about his high school football 
days. 
He used the positive image he 
created to help make a point about a 
high school teammate of his who Ion 
his life and his dreams in a drunk 
driving accident 
"You have to practice hard to be 
the ben and you have to make the right 
decisions," Sisler said. 
After the three finished speaking, 
they answered questions from the 
class. 
Some students were concerned that 
their family members smoked ciga- 
Prograaa photo* by Jay Angal 
Golden Key member* are 
•awing as posHh/s rots 
models tor area children 
Above, president Ametta 
Halcomb speaks to Mrs. 
Sutherland's first grade 
class about saying no to 
drinking and drugs. Right, 
senior Jonda Burcham 
answers Brittany Arnstt'8 
rettes and drank alcohol, and Coffee 
had to explain to them that their par- 
ents are not bad people, they just have 
bad habits and the children should try 
to help them break those habits. 
Before they left, the speakers 
handed out free posters and a pledge 
that each of the students signed saying 
they would stay away from drugs and 
alcohol so they could be the ben of 
America 
The children were impressed with 
the speakers and even asked for their 
autographs. 
Golden Key members are the lop 
IS percent of the junior and senior 
classes, Coffee said anyone can help 
with the "Ben of America" program, 
and it's not necessarily just for those 
who excel in their classes. 
"You don't have to have great 
grades to be a positive role model," 
Coffee said. 
Anyone who is interested in get- 
ting involved with the "Best of 
America" program, including profes- 
sors and other professionals, can call 
Coffee at 4591. 
African-American achievers honored 
By Angie Hatton 
Activities editor 
February is National Black His- 
tory Month—28 days set aside to honor 
the black leaders who go unnoticed in 
a nation's history books. 
For example, how many people 
know that the inventor of the traffic 
light is a black man from Winchester, 
Ky., named Garret! A. Morgan? 
The kick-off of Black History 
Month, a national tele-conference 
called "Beyond the Dream S," fo- 
cused on the impact of African-Ameri- 
can literature on American culture. 
The tele-conference, which was 
shown Feb. 3, featured contemporary 
African-American writers. 
The speakers were Terry 
McMillan, Charles Johnson, Nikki 
Giovanni, Marita Golden. Houston A. 
Baker Jr. and Renee Poussaint 
"Colleges nationwide kick off 
Black History Month with this tele- 
conference because of the significance 
of having that many notable writers 
assembled at once," Minority Affairs 
director Sandra Moore said 
BLACK HISTORY MONTH SCHEDULE 
I Let's Get Together: Spirit Night (Eastern vs. MSU) 
Feb. 11 7:30 p.m. 
McBrayer Arena in Alumni Coliseum 
I Ebony Quiz Bowl (Black history contest) 
Feb. 18 7 p.m. 
Grise Room, Combs Building 
11993 African American Achievement Banquet (Soul food dinner) 
Feb. 24 6 p.m. 
Keen Johnson Ballroon ($5 students, $7 non-students) 
There will also be a collection of 
three important African-American 
films shown including'Thc Road to 
Brown". "Ethnic Notions"and "Wild 
Women Don't Have the Blues." 
Let's Get Together Spirit Night 
will be a chance for black students to 
show both their ethnic pride and their 
school spirit at the Eastern vs. 
Morehcad men's basketball game. 
The Black Student Union is spon- 
soring the Ebony Quiz Bowl, where 
students compete with each other in 
their knowledge of Mack history. 
Back by popular demand is the 
African-American Achievement Ban- 
quet and Soul Food Dinner. Tickets 
are $S for students and $7 for non- 
students and must be purchased be- 
fore Feb. 23. 
Throughout the month, a display 
of books, movies and posters about 
African-American culture will be ar- 
ranged in the library. 
Travel tours give alumni a break 
ByBcddeRoaden 
Stafl writer 
From Bardstown to Broadway, 
you can see it all on any one of the 
four Mini Vacation Travel Tours 
being offered by the Eastern Ken- 
tucky University National Alumni 
Association. 
The Alumni Association is of- 
fering the mini vacations to anyone 
interested. 
"We feel that we've put together 
economical trips," Lally Jennings, 
assistant director of Alumni Affairs, 
said. "In the pan we've offered 12to 
14 day cruises to our alumni, but it 
was difficult for people to take that 
much time off of work at once. These 
short weekend trips still allow people 
to get away, and they usually don't 
have to take off of work." 
Take a ride back into Kentucky's 
history with a trip to Bardstown on 
April 10. 
This day trip includes a tour of 
My Old Kentucky Home and lunch 
on the Old Kentucky Home Dinner 
Ml 
Train. Passenger pick-up is available in 
Richmond and Lexington. The dead- 
line for reservations and payment is 
March 5.The con for this day trip is 
$87 per person. 
How about experiencing the en- 
ergy of The Big Apple for a couple of 
days, June 11-13, with a mini vacation 
to New York. This trip includes three 
live Broadway performances and tours 
of the Statue of Liberty and the Empire 
State Building. 
The original deadline of Jan. IS for 
reservations and deposit of $200 has 
been extended to Feb. 15, and the 
total cost for this trip is $762 per 
person. 
Next, relax to the soothing sounds 
of Memphis, Term, on Aug. 13-15. 
This vacation includes all the sights 
and sounds of Gracdand, "The Home 
of The Blues." the "Napoleon" ex- 
hibit and Beale Street, as well as 
dinner on the Memphis Queen. 
Passenger pick-up is available 
from both Richmond and Lexington. 
Reservations and a $50 deposit are 
due by June IS. The total con for this 
trip is $352 per person. 
Finally, a trip is offered to get 
travelers into the holiday spirit— 
two days of louring the Biltmore 
House in North Carolina Dec. 11-12. 
This vacation features a candle- 
light tour of this world famous house 
in all of its seasonal beauty, as well as 
dinner at the Deer Park Restaurant A 
depositorS75 is due by Sept IS.The 
total con is $162 per person. 
To make reservations, contact 
the Alumni Association at 1260. 
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Chryssa 
Zizos 
Breaking 
Boundries 
Division I 
athletes are 
cash-poor 
celebrities 
A university should be a 
collection of talents that together 
stimulate people to develop in a 
variety of positive ways. 
Athletic skill is one such talent. 
One that even academic purists 
should look at But the key is that 
universities must consider athletic 
ability as only part of what they 
take into account when they accept 
a student 
The primary mistake of many of 
today's college sports systems is 
that they supposes a student should 
be at a university solely because of 
his or her athletic ability. 
Division I collegiate athletics, in 
my opinion, simply dropped one 
letter from the word traditionally 
associated with the ideals of 
intercollegiate athletics. "Values" 
used to drive decisions. Now, 
apparently, it's "value." 
The presence of fiscal incentive 
has fundamentally altered the 
conduct of sports in higher educa- 
tion, even apart from recruiting 
scandals and corruption. 
College football has become a 
business with enormous commercial 
opportunity, and colleges and 
universities have rushed to capital- 
ize on iL 
In other words, collegiate 
athletics, right or wrong, have 
become a big business. 
It is obvious that our actions 
speak louder that our words, 
especially if our decisions are 
driven by revenue. 
It is time that we wake up and 
sec where this trend is heading. 
That means measuring the trend 
against our basic academic values. 
Educators must exercise 
vigilance that athletes will receive 
an education, not merely a degree. 
One is not a synonym for the other. 
Athletes have become cash-poor 
celebrities in the corrupt academic 
mission to produce revenue. 
The crisis is real, and it is worse 
than most educators think. More 
than they realize, college athletics, 
and their institutions, are increas- 
ingly driven by hunger and greed. 
I think that all scholarships 
should be guaranteed until an 
athlete finishes his/her education. 
This would ensure that an 
education is available, and that the 
contract between an institution and 
an athlete is real. 
What if a coach's salary were 
tied to graduation rates? 
He or she would be much more 
likely to make sure his or her 
players attend classes and that those 
who need academic help would 
obtain it 
It would definitely provide an 
incentive for coaches to do the right 
thing. 
The NCAA's new rule, requir- 
ing schools to report athletes' 
graduation rates publicly is a step in 
the right direction. 
In addition, I think that college 
and university presidents should 
become more actively involved in 
running their sports programs. 
All loo often, the president 
assumes everything is going well in 
the athletic office; therefore, it is. 
This is not active management At 
best, wishful thinking. 
I applaud Eastern for attempting 
to reduce some of the college sports 
corruption. Quality academic 
advising and career-counseling 
programs are provided for the 
athletes' benefits. 
But, I would like to see some 
the pressures and demands taken off 
the student athlete. Student athletes 
need more exposure to normal 
campus life. 
I realize that these demands are 
lough and that every coach wants a 
win-win season, but we must not 
forget the athletes needs of social 
interaction and acceptance. 
The chances of becoming a 
professional athlete, regardless of 
how good they may be in college, 
arc about 10,000 to one. 
Marshall halts Lady Colonel's streak at six 
By Chryssa I. Zizos 
Sports co-editor 
The Lady Colonels will venture 
to Clarksville, Tenn. to face Ohio 
Valley Conference member Austin 
Pcay State University on Saturday. 
The Lady Colonels(8-8,6-2) were 
dctourcd from their six-game win- 
ning streak last Tuesday in an upset, 
overtime loss against Marshall Uni- 
versity. 
Eastern 80, Marshall 84 
Marshall's defeat of the Lady 
Colonels in Alumni Coliseum ended 
Eastern's current 18-game home court 
winning streak. 
The game was tied at 70 at the end 
of regulation, but Eastern couldn't 
pull off the win, losing to the Lady 
Herd in overtime. 
"They were more physically ag- 
gressive than we were," head coach 
Larry Inman said. 'They just took 
charge." 
The momentum of the game pro- 
gressively increased, ending with a 
strong emotional finish. 
"As a whole, they wanted it more 
than we did," Inman said. 
Women's OVC Standings 
Team OVC 
Tennessee Tech 8-0 
Eastern Kentucky 6-2 
Middle Tennessee 6-2 
Tennessee State 5-3 
Southeast Missouri 4-4 
Morehead State 3-5 
Austin Peay 2-6 
Murray State 1-7 
Tennessee Martin 1-7 
Mays and Jarec Goodin led the 
team in scoring while Scgcna 
Mackcroy and Kim Roberts led the 
team in assists. 
The Lady Colonels shot 54.3 per- 
cent from the field and had 13 steals 
opposed to Tennessee-Martin's 27.9 
percent from the field and 12 steals. 
"We played very well together 
and executed on offense," Inman said. 
Eastern 72, Morehead 60 
The Lady Colonels defeated the 
The Lady Herd hit 48.4 percent Lady Eagles of Morehead State Uni- 
from die field and had 29 turnovers versify on Jan. 28 on Eastern's home 
opposed to Eastern's 40percent from court, McBraycr Arena in Alumni 
the field and 27 turnovers. Coliseum. 
Jaree Goodin led the team in scor- The Lady Colonels shot 39.6 per- 
ing with 25 points and was named last cent from the field opposed to 
week's OVC Player of the Week for Morchead's 30.9 percent from the 
her achievements in scoring and for field. Both Eastern and Morehead tied 
moving closer to a career record in w'lh 14 assists each. 
Progress photo by BOBBI JO SHIELDS 
Jaree Goodin puts up a test-second shot against Marshall Tuesday night. ThsLady 
Colonels wars defeated In overtime, 84-80. 
rebounding. 
Kim Mays scored 15 points and 
had five assists. 
Mays was named OVC Co- 
Rookie of the Week for her scoring 
achievements. 
Eastern 92, Tennessee-Martin 
61 
The Lady Colonels defeated the 
Lady Pacers in an offensive victory 
last Saturday in Alumni Coliseum. 
Mays led the team in scoring with 
17 points while Goodin had 15. 
Mays also has the best free-throw 
percentage for the Lady Colonels with 
82.5, including 11 of 14 against 
Morehead. 
The Lady Colonels will face Ten- 
nessee State Monday on the road. 
They will return home next week 
to play OVC members Morehead 
State, Murray State and Southeast 
Missouri. 
Colonels split two games to remain in fifth place in OVC 
By Scott Rohrer 
Asst sports editor 
With just eight games left to play this 
basketball season, the Colonels are in fifth 
place in the Ohio Valley Conference at 44. 
Surprise powerhouse Tennessee State re- 
mains atop the OVC standings with a 7-1 
record, suffering its only loss to Eastern in 
McBraycr Arena earlier this year. 
The Colonels also trail OVC favorite 
Murray State (6-1), Southeast Missouri (4-3) 
and Tennessee Tech (4-3) in conference stand- 
ings. 
Eastern 64, Tennessee-Martin 58 
The Colonels did it with defense Saturday 
night as they held off a late UT- Martin rally to 
claim their eighth win of the season. 
UT-Martin's starting center, Tim Britt. 
got fired up early and sparked the Pacers to a 
17-5 run to start the game. 
Despite Briu and his game-high 19points, 
the Pacers shot only 30 percent in the first half, 
giving Eastern the chance to pull to 29-30 at 
intermission on a William Holmes dunk with 
:05 remaining. 
The Colonels, who only saw one lead in the 
first half, took the lead for good on a Dwayne 
Crittendon lay up with 13:45 left 
Crittendon was Eastern's leading scorer 
with 18 and led both teams in rebounds with 
12. 
With 6:13 left, UT-Martin's David Bowl- 
ing capped off a Pacer route with a free throw 
to tie the game at 54. 
Eastern then scored 10 straight points, 
initiated by Chris Brown's break-away layup 
with 3:15 left 
Thanks to the Colonel defense, by the time 
UT-Martin made a free throw, only six ticks 
were left on the clock. 
Eastern 79, Morehead State 87 
The Colonels' strong defensive play 
against UT-Martin Saturday may have been 
due to their lack of strong defense at Morehead 
State last Thursday, where they lost 87-79. 
The Eagles came into the game shooting 
only 38 percent from the field, but they had 
one of their best shooting games of the season 
against Eastern where they shot 54.7 percent. 
The Colonels jumped out to a 17-7 lead, 
but Morchead's Jonnie Williams got hot and 
scored seven unanswered points to spark a 9- 
2 Eagle run, bringing the game to 19-16 at the 
12:05 mark. 
Eastern was unable to score in the final six 
minutes of the first half, enabling Morehead to 
take a 40-30 lead at intermission. 
John Allen tried to get the Colonels back 
in the game with 9:53 remaining on a reverse 
dun1' 'hat pulled Eastern to within four points 
at 62-58. 
Despite Allen and his team-high 24 points 
and 10 rebounds. Eastern could not regain the 
lead. The loss was the Colonels' third straight 
on the road. 
OCR: Athletic program to add another women's sport for next year 
Continued from Iront page 
One option will be to conduct a survey of 
women on campus to find out what their 
interests are. 
The university will also look at what sports 
are played at the high school level in Kentucky 
and other states in which Eastern teams re- 
cruit. 
The final option will be to look at what the 
campus has to offer, in terms of facilities, 
personnel and cost effectiveness, in consider- 
ing individual sports. 
The OCR's report said that, based on two 
investigations, women at Eastern were inter- 
ested in softball, soccer, swimming and golf. 
"We're going to try to get this all outlined 
at our next meeting, what procedures we are 
actually going to use—we haven't even de- 
cided those yet," Baugh said. 
The university has until Feb. 15 to start the 
process and to turn in a report to the OCR. 
In its report, the university must include the 
second women's team that will be housing 
two per hotel room on trips, which contracts 
for coaches will be converted and which medi- 
cal personnel will be assigned for games. 
The report will also include the changes 
for practice and competitive facilities for 
women's teams for next year and the plan for 
making available locker rooms, as well as the 
plan for choosing the new women's sport lobe 
added next year. 
The investigation also found that the 
university's limes for women's basketball 
games were not equivalent to the men's. 
The report said that the time slots Eastern 
provided for women's games is not conducive 
locompeting before an audience, which limits 
their visibility to fans and players' potential 
interest in university athletics. 
The university has corrected this by chang- 
ing the limes of games that are scheduled on 
weekdays. Women's game limes from 5:15 
p.m. to 9 p.m., and men's games from 7:30 
p.m. to 7 p.m. 
The OCR said the university can not start 
any women's basketball game prior to 6:30 
p.m. on weeknighis or between 5 p.m. and 
OFFICE OF CIVIL RIGHTS FINDINGS 
University compliance University noncompllance 
■ Financial assistance for ■ Fewer opportunities for women 
athletes 
■ Scheduling of games 
■ Provision of equipment and 
supplies ■ Provision of housing while 
traveling 
■ Opportunities to receive 
academic tutoring ■ Fewer and shorter contracts for 
coaches In women's sports 
■ Provision of housing and 
dining facilities and services on ■ Locker rooms and practice and 
campus competition facilities 
■ Recruitment of student ■ Medical and training facilities and 
athletes services 
■ Treatment of discontinued ■ Publicity for teams and events 
teams 
6:30 p.m. on weekends. The only exceptions 
are when the program can be enhanced by 
television or other media coverage. 
The OCR report also found Eastern in 
noncomphance in housing on away trips. 
The men's basketball, football and tennis 
teams, which comprise over 60 percent of 
university male athletes, and the women's 
basketball team, only about 20 percent of 
female athletes, assign two members per hotel 
room, while other sports have assigned three 
or four members per room. 
To solve the sexual inequality, the univer- 
sity has now agreed to house men's basketball 
and football and women's basketball and vol- 
leyball two per room, while other teams will 
be assigned three or four per room. 
Medical services for the men's and 
women's basketball teams were also found in 
noncompliance. The report said that the men's 
Progress graphic by JC   CASTLE 
basketball team has a doctor, as well as a 
professional trainer at all home games, while 
the women's team had no medical personnel. 
In 1990-91. women's basketball had a 
professional trainer for home and away games, 
while in 1991-92. the trainer was available 
only for home games. 
Martha Mul 1 ins, assistant athletic director 
in charge of internal affairs, said the problem 
is under review by head trainer Bobby Barton. 
"Dr. Barton has submitted that to me. It 
has some minor fine tuning that needs to be 
done and that will be ready," Mullins said. 
"It's essentially complete." 
The OCR report also said the contracts 
between men's and women's coaches are not 
equivalent. Of tile 13 men's coaches, nine 
have 12-month contracts and another has a 
nine-month contract with two months of sum- 
mer employment guaranteed. Only two 
women's coaches have 12-month contracts. 
Mullins said the contracts are now under 
review to see which contracts need changes. 
"Coach Kidd and I met this 
af ternoon(Tuesday) so we could begin on that. 
We are not anywhere near finishing that" 
Mullins said. 
The women's locker rooms were also 
found not to be equal. 
Five locker rooms are used by the eight 
men's teams while only two are shared by 
seven women's teams. The men's basketball 
and football teams have locker rooms exclu- 
sively for their own use. The women's basket- 
ball team has exclusive use of one locker 
room, but the other six women's sports have 
been assigned use of the other room. 
The university is now completing con- 
struction of anew women's basketball locker 
room. 
It's already done—all we lack is the 
lockers ..." Mullins said. "The lockers are on 
order, it's just a matter of putting them in." 
The locker room now used by the women's 
basketball team will be used next year by the 
volleyball team. The volleyball team will now 
practice and play in Alumni Coliseum. 
Publicity for the women's teams is also 
not equivalent to the men's. The university 
has assigned the sports information staff to 
provide equal services to the women's team, 
and to provide equal promotional services as 
well. 
Secretary service is also not equivalent 
According to die report, both men's and 
women' s coaches do part of their own clerical 
work, but more women's coaches do their 
own paperwork than the men's do. 
The university has assigned a secretary to 
the Begley Building and more hours for the 
secretary in the Weaver Building to provide 
equal services. 
Not all information in the report found the 
university to be in noncompliance. Among the 
areas found in compliance were athletic finan- 
cial assistance, provision of equipment and 
supplies and tutoring services. 
Sports 
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THIS WEEK IN SPORTsI 
ASSOCIATED PRESS TOP 20 
FritUvFtp.fHr 
ItenVWormn' track - at Indiana 
Univaralty Invitational. 
Woman's tannla - at Middle 
Tannaaaaa. 
Saturday Fih ft 
Man's baakatball - at Austin Paay. 
730 p.m. 
Woman'a baakatball - at Austin 
Paay, 5:15 p.m. 
Monday Feb. 8 
Man'a baakatball - at Tennossoe 
Stats. 7:30 p.m. 
Woman'a baakatball - at 
Tannaaaaa State, 5:15 p.m. 
The Top 20 teams in the Associated Press' college 
basketball poll. Records are through Jan. 31. 
1. Indiana (19-2)              U. Vanderbilt (16-3) 
2. Kentucky (15-1)            12. Florida St. (14-6) 
3. Kansas (17-2)              13. Wake Forest (13-3) 
4. Cincinnati (15-1)          14. Seton Hall (15-5) 
5. Duke (15-3)                   15. Pittsburgh (13-3) 
6. North Carolina (17-2)   16. Oklahoma (14-5) 
7. Michigan (163)            17. Arkansas (13-4) 
8. Arizona (13-2)               18. Tulane (15-3) 
9. Iowa (14-3)                  19. Purdue (12-4) 
10. UNLV (13-1)                  20. Marquette (15-2) 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
Eastern Kentucky 79 
Morehead State 87 
Esatarn Kentucky (79) 
Allan 10-1-24. A Brown 0-0-0, 
Doss 8-0-16. Crittandon 3-0-6, C. 
Brown 3-2-9, Johnson 3-5-13, 
Holmes 0-0-0, Kinder 0-0-0, 
Maggard 0-0-0, Divine 3-0-9, Hahn 
1-0-2. TotaJa: 31-8-79. 
Morahaad Stats (87) 
Williams 8-6-23. McGeorge 0-0- 
0. Clins 1-1-4. OUryan 0-0-0. Hyrton 
3-1 -7. Tyndall 0-0-0. Thomas 0-0-0. 
Walls 4-1-11. Frakas 3-0-7. Brannen 
1-2-5. Bsntz 12-8-30. Totals: 32-17- 
87. 
Hslftkns scors: EKU 30. Morahaad 
Stats 40. 
Eastern Kentucky 64 
Tennessee-Martin 58 
Eastern Kentucky (64) 
Allen 2-6-10. Doss 4-2-10, 
Crittandon 7-4-18, Johnson 5-2-12, 
C. Brown 3-2-9, Cozart 0-0-0. Kinder 
0-0-0, Maggard 0-0-0, Divine 1 -0-2, 
Hahn 0-0-0. A. Brown 0-1-1. Holmes 
1-0-2. Totals: 23-13-64. 
Tsnnaaasa Martin (58) 
Bowling 2-1 -6, Busyn 0-0-0, Brrtt 
8-2-19. Woods 5-2-13. Powall 3-1-9. 
Phillips 1-0-3. O'Daniel 0-0-0. 
Locum 0-0-0, Ben ton 4-0-8. Totals: 
23-6-58. 
Halftlms score: EKU 29, Tennes- 
see-Martin 30. 
WOMEN S BASKETBALL 
Eastern Kentucky (72) 
Mackeroy 1 -5-7, Roberts 3-0-7, 
Goodin-Wiseman 5-5-15, Davis 3-3- 
9, Thomas 1-7-9, Hardesty 0-0-0. 
Maytield 0-0-0, Mclntosh 0-1-1, 
Maya 3-11-17. Zylstra 3-1 -7. King 0- 
0-0. TotaJa 19-33-72. 
Morehead State (60) 
Joplin 3-0-6, English 1-7-9. 
Edan 3-2-10, Glover 0-0-.0, Prince 
0-0-0. Spake 2-0-5. Read 3-0-6. 
Brock 0-0-0. Smith 8-6-22. Hupfor 1- 
0-2. Totals: 21-15-60. 
Halftlms scors: EKU 32. Morahaad 
State 23. 
Eastern Kentucky 92 
Tennessee-Martin 61 
Eastsrn Kentucky (92) 
Mackeroy 3-4-11. Roberts 3-3-9. 
Goodin-Wiseman 6-6-18. Davis 6-1- 
13. Thomas 0-7-7. Hardesty 0-0-0, 
MayfieW 0-0-0. Mclntosh 6-3-15. 
Maya 7-4-19. Zylstra 0-0-0. King 0-0- 
0. Totals: 31 -28-92 
Tannaaaaa Martin (61) 
Johnson 6-2-14, Jonas 3-0-6, 
Coleman 3-0-6, Tansil 3-2-8, Warren 
1-2-4, Beaty 2-0-5, Thornton 4-0-10, 
Smith 1-0-2, Smothara 1-2-4, 
Rentroa 1-0-2. Rhodes 0-0-0. Totals: 
25-8-61. 
HsNtlms Scors: EKU 38. 
Tennessee-Martin 31. 
Eastern Kentucky 80 
Marshall 84 (OT) 
Eastern Kentucky (80) 
Mackeroy 3-1 -7. Thomas 2-4-8, 
Goodin 9-7-25, Mays 5-3-15, 
Roberts 2-2-6. Davis 4-0-8. Hardesty 
0-0-0. Zylstra 2-1-5. Mayfield 1-0-2. 
Mclntosh 2-0-4. Totals 30-18-80 
Marshall (84) 
Krueger 8-3-21. Raad 5-1 -11, 
Quinn 6-0-12. Kraft 3-1-8. Simma 0- 
6-6. Wine 0-0-0. RockhoW 0-0-0. 
Watkine 0-0-0. Eddinger 0-0-0. 
McElhinny 4-2-11, Baker 6-1-13, 
Higgins 1-0-2. Totals 33-14-84 
Halftlme Score: EKU 33, Marshall 
40. 
End of regulation: EKU 70. 
Marshall 70. 
TAYLOR'S 
DISCOUNT LIQUOR » BEER * WINE 
(Formerly Ernie and Joe's) 623-3283 
'On Main Street-Across The Tracks"-Richmond, KY 
$4.99 
12 pack of 
Busch Lt. 
$6.49 
12 pack of 
Bud, Bud 
Lt., or Bud 
Dry 
$7.99 
Jim Beam 
(fifth) 
We DO have kegs in stock! 
(MM \   \IO\l)^ 
Remember your sweetheart on 
as Valentine's Day. Check out the ads * 
Since 1978 
cassettes 
posters 
t-shirts 
ThegBgAKof a Lifetime $ 19.93' 
Break awoyl Break ou«  Big Baoch Blfl Fun- BIO VAUUC 
QuoHy Ocaonfront naaorti. (Vrane 
kochonwOcMiftontlnn ^CCt^A- 
2000 N. Altonttc Ave. (rfffi)£cJCTCT£ 
K^oc^Ary~~a~       l-80O*7T7420 
•par p»raon. pw nl^i». btwd on 4 pf room UmJ^d cmtabmy ol tifc rate 
YOUR HAIR: 
DRIVE IT TO THE LIMITS! 
W, Mth VaVfoom* 
The \folume 
Generators* Styling 
products to drive 
your hair to the 
limits. Stop in 
today! 
20% off 
services to 
E.K.U. sfudents 
with I.D. on 
Thursday only. 
ymatrix 
ESSENTIALS 
JCPenney 
Styling Salon 
Richmond Mall 624-3501 
Mon.-Fri. 9 to 8 - Sat. 9 to 6 - Sun. 12:30 to 5 
JCP Charge, Master Card, Am. Express, Visa, all accepted 
623-5058 EKU By-Pass across from Pizza Hut 
SELL 
TRADE 
WHEN DRINKING, 
CALL 
A FRIEND. 
Drinking and riding can lead to a 
loss of license, a conviction, or 
even worse. When you drink, get 
a ride with a friend. It's 
the best call you can make. 
MBTMCTGU SAFETY rteasnai w 
1
 m I,.........,;.;......:!: 
mmmmss      ! 
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK 
NAME   Kim Mays 
SPORT   Women's Basketball 
POSTION  Guard 
HOMETOWN   Barbourville, KY 
BIRTHDATE   March 10. 1972 
MAJOR  Occupational Therapy 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS   co-rookie of the 
week for her scoring in last week's games 
(56 pts. total); averaging 12.5 points per 
game; best free-throw percentage of 82.7%; 
team's second-leading scorer 
Sponsored by Dr. Marion Roberts - Optometrist 
205 1/2 Gerl Lane Richmond   623-6643 
All types of Contact Lenses In Stock: 
"Disposable 'Extended Wear 'Colored Soft Contact Lenses 
rE333HIIEIEfflHI1 
HEAVYWEIGHT SWEAT with SET-IN SLEEVES 
AVAILABLE IN SMALL to XL IN: 
Navy, Ash Grey, Black, Pink, Red, White, Royal 
4 COLORS TOTAL IMPRINTS     50 SHIRT MINIMUM 
12 
includes ALL screens and Set-up! 
43" inkspot CO cct 
custom   printed sportswear 
t-shirts   sweats   caps   606-624-3636 
The inkspot...WE RE JUST BETTER! 
THE BUD LIGHT 
DAREDEVILS 
EKU VS. MOREHEAD ST. 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 11th 
COLONELS 7:00 P.M. 
LADY COLONELS 9:00 P.M. 
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Colonel mascot has big shoes to fill 
I05<> HI KI-. V KUAI) 
By Emily Leath 
Contribuling writer 
"Where else in the world do you get 
to be the biggest wild man and hug 
every woman you want?" 
Heath Dolcn, a junior public rela- 
tions major from Monticelk), Ky., gels 
to be that crazy ladies' man every lime 
there is an Eastern men's basketball 
game. 
Dolcn was chosen as one of the 
replacements to take over for Matt 
Marlowe as the Colonel mascot. 
He shares the job with Jason Tester, 
who works the women's games. 
The two will trade off for baseball 
and football games. 
Dolcn's first appearance as the 
Colonel was Jan.13 at the Northern 
Iowa game. 
"It's like having a life outside a 
life," Dolcn said. "I wouldn't trade it 
for anything." 
The self-described go-getter has 
some big shoes to fill, considering 
Marlowe captured the National Mas- 
cot of the Year title last April. 
But he and Tester did work with 
Marlowe in December to better their 
abilities. 
Dolcn said, "I'm going to try to 
make it a lasting tradition at £351601." 
"You have to learn how to walk, 
how to move your hands and how to 
dance," he said 
Dole n is not a rookie, however. As 
the Wayne County (high school) Car- 
dinal, he was named Best Mascot at 
the Sweet Sixteen basketball tourna- 
ment one year. 
He has been working on stunts with 
the cheerleaders to add to his routine. 
"It's a big rush for mc when they 
toss me like a rainbow," Dolcn said. 
"The first lime they said,' Here ya go,' 
and away I went." 
Aside from flips and cheers, Dolcn 
adds a little public relations to the job. 
"Ialways try to get up in the crowd 
to different groups," he said. "I want 
to develop a better relationship with 
them." 
Supporting the team is another 
thing Dolcn has to keep in mind while 
sweating off about eight pounds per 
game. 
"Out of one eye, I'm always watch- 
ing the action. When we hit a three or 
dunk, I try to do a flip," he said. 
Being the Colonel is a hectic job, 
« It's like I'm 
two 
different 
people. It's 
not 
anything In 
me; It's the 
Colonel. 
There's Just 
something 
about the 
suit       W 
-Heath Dolen 
but his real life is just as involved. 
Every other weekend, he works at 
aMonticello Wal-Mart and, one night 
a week, instructs an emergency medi- 
cine class at the University of Ken- 
lucky. Since high school, he has vol- 
unteered for the statewide organiza- 
tion. Champions Against Drugs. 
On campus, he serves as minister 
of recreation at the Baptist Student 
Union. He is also carrying a 14-hour 
course load. 
At the Jan.28 Morehcad game, 
Dolcn experienced the best and worst 
moments in his Colonel career. 
"I slam dunked off the Eagle's 
shoulders. Everyone was cheering and 
yelling for me. It was great," he said. 
"But getting smothered by young 
kids wasn't so great," Dolcn said. 
"I love to mess with the kids, but 
that night I just couldn't handle it. I 
couldn't get them off mc." 
He can't take all the credit for the 
energy and enthusiasm he emits as the 
Colonel. 
"It's like I'm twodiffcrcnt people," 
Dolen said. "It's not anything in me; 
it's the Colonel. There's just some- 
thing about the suit." 
SEAFOOD 
Introducing 
our new 
"Captain's Catch" 
Fish Sandwich. 
Breaded Fish, Special Sauce, 
Lettuce and Cheese on a bun. 
COUPON 
Fish, shrimp, $ ^ 25 
or chicken with ''£ 
i fries and hush puppies ^jgSfc 
f One coupon pw nutumw. N** ITBTWJ 
COUPON 
Seafood 
Feast 
$700 
Deluxe 
Seafood 
Platter 
Any 
Complete 
Dinner 
$too 
AOFF'. 
^''••^ 
I 
Now serving Clara Chowder 
UmM"[\mOttt 
Jumbo Fish Dinner 
4 pieces of fish, fries, 
slaw, and three hush puppies 
$4»9 
Progress photo by BOBBI JO SHIELDS 
Colonel mascot Haath Dolan entertains city manager Ed 
Wortay during the Eastern game Saturday against Tarn 
Martin. 
Heath Dolen: Behind the Scenes 
Full nmmm: Heath Dolen 
Birth data: May 2, 1971 
Somerset 
I: Wayne County High School 
Parents:  Stuart and Sandy Dolen 
Public relations 
after collage: CEO of Wal-Mart 
Favorite Hobby: Water sports 
Favorite Movie: Silence of the Lambs 
Favorite TV show: Home Improvement 
Favorite Mualc: All 
Favorite Food: Pizza 
Parson who Influnced career: Hazel Davis of 
Champions Against Drugs. 
&3I 
^*o    Are y°u 
ift % ready for the 
WM&& beach? 
Come join the fun at Ford's. 
QET FIT «k TAN 
* Indoor Track 
* Free Weights 
* Life Steps 
* Life Cycles 
* 30 Aerobic 
Classes a Week 
624-0100 
Unlimited Tanning, 
for $25 in Feb. 
629 Eastern By-Pass 
(behind Roses) 
Iron Works 
Fitness Center. 
Spring Break 
Specials!!! 
•Aerobic Workouts 'Super Circuit 
•Stepper/Treadmills •Lifccycles 
•Nautilus Type Equipment 
Turning Bed •Free Weights 
•Weight Loss/Gain Programs 
•Personal Training  
623-7370 
Call for a personal consultation 
J«ckic*lron Works Poster tiirl 
In* Work. K1C«« T Iron Wwka Film "1 
2 free tans 11 week free 
(wuh purchase of package) 
427 Big Hill Ave 
Richmond. KY 
427 Big I till Ave 
Richmond. KY 
New patrons only 
I (one coupon per customer) 
DP""* i^Wchrnond 
I I I I I 111 
J 
11 I 11 I 111 I 11 
RON WORKS 
OTBfcMAvg, 
m 
l?th ANNUAL CELEBRATION! 
ESERVATIONS AVAILABLE HOW 
WAIT TIL IT'S TOO LATE! 
BAHIA MAR HOTEl * CONDOS • 
• PADRE SOUTH CONDOS • 
SHERATON MOTEl * CONDOS- 
• GUIFVIEW CONDOS • 
• LANDF All TOWER CONDOS 
■ HOLIDAY INN 
VOYAGER-DESERT INN 
' THE TEXAN - THE REEF, 
• RAMADA INN 
SHlnaMi 
I6— 
TOURWAY INN ■ 
•THE REEF- 
-Sand TtWghts -/^ 
- 
?aV 
*9I a 
SKI STEAMBOAt CO10RAD0I 
OVERLOOK LODGE- 
SHADOW RUN CONDOS' 
- ? SaMlmeMt- *&f 
PORT ROYAl OCEAN 
RESORT CONDOS • 
HIITON HEAD ISLAND 
InCT RESORT CONDOS • 
1/31 
SKI VAIl/BEAVER CREEK 
BEAVER CREEK WEST CONDOS • 
i.~!>««Ml 
*m 
CALL TODAY 
Cl NTKAl iPfilNC •■(* At  ;S; INfOHMATION AND kfUllVAltONi 
1-800-321-5911 
AMTMavik rmam ■«. f*M im tm. mm*—* r* 
3* MOU> rAI MlMVArkONl 1)0)1 mil" 
1 
c 
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Press here for a great 
data processing career. 
'he right tlma. Tha right place.    Blue chip. Green light State Farm     processing equipment. You'll go 
itate Farm is hiring.                         is one of America's leading insur-    as far and as fast as you can. 
If you're a senior with a data     ance companies. Through inno-       You couldn't have a more solid 
recessing, computer science or     vative marketing and a proud     base to build a career on. 
iath background, there may be     service tradition it has become              Contact your campus 
very special career opportunity     the nation's leading auto and           Placement Director about 
raiting for you in one of the larg-    homeowner's insurer, and one of                 State Farm today, 
st corporate data processing     the top life insurance companies        Or write Daryl Watson. Assistant 
icilities in the country.                    in the country.                                  Director. Home Office Personnel 
There are actuarial and audit-       You'll receive expert training     Relations, One State Farm Plaza, 
g jobs open, too.                            You'll work on state-of-the-art data     Bloomington, Illinois 61710. 
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES Horn. Otlcaa Btoormnokxv Hhnoas An Equal Oocorturwty Employ* 
